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Seven strategically located ocean terminals from Maine to Rhode Island enable us to
receive coal or oil from giant ocean-going ships and transfer by truck, railroad car,
barge and coastal vessel to customers throughout the region. Industrial fuel for utilities
and industry. Home heating oil for thousands of homes.
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Supplying oil and coal to New England is a demanding, critical task. As it has since
1870, Sprague Energy will continue to lead the way. Keeping New England warm,
working and growing.
*
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From cash management to creative financing,
from payroll services to retirement plans, we can
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University of Maine News

The Charm of President Arthur Johnson
r—

The changing of the guard became of
ficial February 27, as the University of
Maine Board of Trustees approved the
resignation and leave of absence for Dr.
Paul Silverman, outgoing University of
Maine at Orono president, and the ap
pointment of Dr. Arthur M. Johnson as
UMO’s acting president.
In enacting the transition, however,
one board member asked for a legal
opinion regarding the trustees’ use of
telephone polls in relation to the state’s
Freedom of Access Law. The method,
apparently permitted under the trustees’
bylaws, was used by the board members
to give initial approval to Silverman’s
financial arrangements, according to re
ports published in the Bangor Daily
News.
The board members also approved a
number of salary adjustments for several
UMO staff members who assumed new
responsibilities under Johnson.
In accepting Silverman’s resignation,
board chairman Thomas Monaghan de
scribed Silverman as “a moving force at
the University of Maine at Orono,” later
adding that he believed Silverman would
be missed. Pointing out that the presi
dent’s relationship with the board was
not always an easy one, the chairman
said he thought there were ‘‘a great deal
more smooth parts of the road than
ruts.”
At press time in May, Silverman was
one of four presidential candidates
under review by the University of
Missouri’s board of curators, according
to the Daily Tribune of Columbia,
Missouri. A decision is expected in June,
the newspaper said.
Board member Francis Brown asked
for a legal opinion on the section of the
trustees’ bylaws permitting telephone
polls, saying there was ‘‘a very real ques
tion legally.” He said it may be desirable
to take some step to amend the bylaws.
The state law requires public notice
for proceedings held by a public body or
agency in which the expenditure of pub
lic funds will take place. The trustees
gave their approval to financial arrange
ments for Silverman’s leave of absence
by telephone, finally ratifying the action
February 27.
Monaghan agreed with Brown’s pro
posal, stressing that the trustees should
not do things by telephone. The chair
man said telephone polls had been used
only on two or three occasions. He said

President Arthur Johnson: “When you see a
procession, go to the head of it. ”

in the future he would insist on the use
of special meetings to dispel any percep
tion of illegality.
Later in the meeting, Johnson was
confirmed as acting president, effective
March 1, with a salary of $60,639.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy reviewed
his nomination process, saying he had
considered 30 candidates in a period of a
few weeks. He said that ‘‘one name kept
coming up from the most disparate loca
tions,” adding that he spoke to John
son, who finally agreed to accept the
nomination. The appointment was ap
proved by the trustees without discus
sion.
According to a special report about the
change in administration published in
the Maine Sunday Telegram, there are
‘‘indications, still somewhat tentative, of
a relaxation in the tensions between
Orono and the leaders of the University
of Maine system. McCarthy’s appoint
ment of Johnson to serve as acting presi
dent until a replacement for Silverman
can be found has won wide applause.”
‘‘I’m delighted,” said Professor
Jerome Nadelhaft, chairman of UMO’s
Council of Colleges and a supporter of
Silverman’s calls for more support for
Orono. ‘‘He has the personal skills to
accomplish a lot, and he’s still in a posi
tion where the board of trustees and the

chancellor have an interest in seeing him
do well.”
Indeed, Johnson already is winning
applause for saying—in somewhat softer
tones—the things Silverman was reviled
for saying. Among other things, he says
Orono needs $5.5 to $6 million in addi
tional support from the Legislature, and
he says he is confident that McCarthy
and the trustees will back his request.
Johnson has launched something of a
crusade to improve morale and instill a
positive attitude at the Orono campus.
While more money—probably much
more money—is needed to maintain
academic standards, Johnson insists on
emphasizing Orono’s assets as well as its
needs. Johnson has transformed the uni
versity’s problems into ‘‘challenges,”
and its crises into ‘‘opportunities.”
‘‘We don’t have a problem or a crisis
here,” Johnson asserted in a recent inter
view. ‘‘We have opportunity.”
At rapid-fire pace, Johnson has re
shuffled the administrative staff of the
university, begun a series of personal
visits to each unit of the school and
opened his doors to suggestions from
anyone who wants to offer one.
He has reserved his Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons for appointments—
limited to 20 minutes—with anyone who
has called ahead and who comes armed
with a typewritten, one-page summary
of what he or she wants to discuss.
Fridays from 11 a.m. until noon John
son will entertain, without appointment,
anyone who arrives bearing the obliga
tory one-page typewritten summary of
business to be discussed.
Johnson has appointed a half-dozen
task forces to study problems—opportu
nities, that is—on the Orono campus,
and he has instructed each unit of the
university to report on its own assess
ment of its strengths, its weaknesses and
its expectations of its new acting presi
dent. The reports, naturally, will be
limited to what can be typed on one
page of paper.
Perhaps most visibly, Johnson has
taken to distributing hundreds of whiteon-blue buttons with the slogan: ‘‘We
love Maine—SEE (Service, Excellence,
Efficiency) UMO.” Everyone Johnson
sees is handed a button, and Johnson
can be quite pushy in his insistence that
people wear them in his presence.
(continued on page 5)
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I read with tears of joy the signal address by
Tom Lynch in his Career Award acceptance
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be published in every college magazine across
the country because it embodies all the wis
dom, insight, joy, blessings, agony and prom
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matriculation or “experience.” In that his
toric speech I see the answers for America’s
future. . . . Except that I finished in the Col
lege of Agriculture, my experiences at Maine
were almost identical to those Tom
voiced. ... It may be the New England
philosophy or traditions, Yankee sense of
humor, or just the beautiful woods and ocean
which produce men like Tom Lynch. ... 1
cannot help but believe, especially after see
ing the classic photo of the cannons by Fer
naid Hall, that the great beauty of our cam
pus somehow was very critical for my victory
at Orono. ... 1 would not exchange those
glorious days at Orono for any others, at any
other campus.
—Dr. Richard M. Lycette ’50
Lathrup Village, Michigan
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1 enjoy receiving and reading your publica
tion each time it is published. As an avid fol
lower of the Black Bears’ athletic teams, I
have a suggestion in which many fellow alum
ni in my area join.
The Alumnus publishes the Maine teams’
sports schedules on a very irregular and infre
quent basis, usually in connection with a
sports article. We in this area live close to
UMass and UConn and not too far from
Boston, and often have the opportunity to
see Maine play on the road in one of their
sports. However, we often do not know the
schedule until the morning paper of that day.
If the Alumnus could run a regular small
column listing of the home and away sched
ules of the sports teams for the upcoming
season, which could be done with no more
than one page per issue, I feel that it would
be a service greatly appreciated by the alumni,
—Jim Angell ’75
Westfield, Massachusetts

BILL BODWELL '50
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VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Editor’s Note: We are preparing an annual pull-out
academic and athletic calendar as part of our Sep
tember issue.
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Rudy Violette '50

The story in the March 1984 edition on
“Bananas”—Pat Dunn was interesting. From
the sound of things it is going to be difficult
to replace Pat. Due to the public exposure,
imagery, TV time, etc., I assume that an acro
batic, poised, and “full of spirit” student will
be selected. The team mascot is a very impor-1
tant part of the athletic program and the
ability to generate team and fan spirit can
“make” a team.
The recent issues of the Alumnus have
been lacking in sporting news. From the
scanty info we get in our area on the UMO
teams, I have depended in the past on the
Alumnus to include the UMO sports news.
—Donald L. Mooers
Potomac, Maryland

University of Maine News
“Money is important,’’ says Johnson,
“but it’s not the only thing. I want to
create a positive attitude here. If you
start thinking in terms of problems,
you’ll never accomplish anything.
“Attitude is 75 percent of the battle.”
Johnson has been described as one of
the best known business historians in the
country. He received his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Harvard Univer
sity and his doctorate from Vanderbilt
University. He has taught at a number
of schools and universities, including the
U.S. Naval Academy and the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Adminis
tration.
The historian came to UMO as a visit
ing professor in 1968 and joined the fac
ulty as a university professor in 1970. He
is the A&A Bird Professor of History
and director of the Project on Balanced
Growth for Maine. Johnson has written
many articles for scholarly and business
publications, and seven books. The Ban
gor resident is married to Emily Ann
Wilford and has two children.

High-Tech Companies Create
New Computer-Related Jobs
The gap is widening between what
Maine post-secondary schools are teach
ing their students, and what the business
community wants those students to
learn, says John Dorrer, senior vice
president of the Training and Develop
ment Corp.
In a luncheon address to participants
in the 11th Annual Governor’s Eco
nomic Development Conference in
March, Dorrer urged an increase in the
dialogue between educators and em
ployers.
_
...
Business executives are saying their fu
ture is closely tied to the skills formed
and honed in schools around the state,
said Dorrer.
Gov. Joseph Brennan, scheduled as
the keynote speaker, had to cancel as a
result of the winter’s biggest storm.
Many of the other participants, how
ever, plowed their way to the University
of Maine at Orono campus and were
treated to several presentations that
centered on the economy and the role
computers will play in this state’s
economic development.
Dorrer’s observations were taken from
conversations in the fall of 1983 with 50
business leaders of “bellweather” in
dustries in Maine. He cautioned that
employment increases in the electronic
and metal industries may be less robust
than expected. That’s because so-called
high-tech companies are taking advan
tage of high-tech innovations. Although

many unskilled and semi-skilled jobs
may disappear as a result, it will also
create a demand for new kinds of jobs,
said Dorrer. Individuals who have exper
tise in the area of computer maintenance
and repair will be in increasing demand,
he said.
Also on the agenda was Dr. George
Markowsky, chairman of UMO’s com
puter science department, and a former
employee of IBM. The department has
as one of its goals to produce graduates
who are competitive with their counter
parts across the country, he said.
“Machines,” he said, “are no match
for people, but people are no match for
people with machines.” Maine business
must aggressively pursue the opportuni
ties offered by computerization, he said.
While at IBM, Markowsky worked
with Dr. Denos Gazis, a research expert
who was also at the UMO conference to
brief participants on the latest advances
in the company’s Yorktown Heights,
New York laboratories.
Among the tidbits Gazis imparted to
his audience:
• Using the computer technology of
30 years ago, it would take a computer
the size of the Houston Astrodome,
cooled by a body of water the size of the
Gulf of Mexico, to store the information
of one of today’s personal computers.
• The four objectives of IBM’s com
puter research are to make their prod
ucts smaller and faster, offer more func
tions, and sell at a lower price.
• Bits of computer information are be
ing transmitted in one nanosecond. How
fast is that? There are as many nano
seconds in a second as there are seconds
in 30 years.
• As the tiny silicon chip does an ever
increasing amount of work, it is ex
pected that soon a single chip will give
off the same amount of heat as a 100watt light bulb. As a result, one of the
primary challenges of the industry is to
find a way to cool the sophisticated
machinery that is being developed.
Bangor Daily News

Expo ’84 Exhibits Replace
Farm and Home Week
Expo ’84, a two-day observance of new
ideas and ways to improve the Maine
lifestyle, was held April 28-29 at the
University of Maine at Orono.
The second annual array of work
shops and exhibits was a joint effort of
the university’s Cooperative Extension
Service and the Maine Agricultural Ex
periment Station in cooperation with the
Colleges of Life Sciences and Agricul
ture and Forest Resources.

Expo ’84 was designed by the Coop
erative Extension Service as a successor
to “Farm and Home Week,” which was
an annual spring conference at UMO
until about 1950.

Pulp and Paper Foundation
Sponsors Summer Institute
The University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation and the university’s Depart
ment of Chemical Engineering will spon
sor the 25th Pulp and Paper Summer In
stitute June 14-22 at the Orono campus.
The eight-day program will stress
modern processing technology in the
pulp and paper industry, from wood
lands to finished products. An introduc
tory briefing will inform new partici
pants about the industry. Topics will in
clude woods management, the structure
of wood and fibers, control of the en
vironment and management of energy.
Sessions about pulping and paper
making will be presented by 18 lecturers,
who will describe modern technology
and trends in the processing industry.

A Definite Maybe:
McCarthy Will Resign
Ending all doubt—for the time being—
University Chancelloi Patrick E’ McCar
thy said in March that he would not stay
on as chancellor after 1985. Speaking in
an aside during a public meeting held by
the Legislature’s Joint Committee on
Education, McCarthy said his almost
nine years in the position are “leading to
an end.”
“1 intend to cease being chancellor in
1985,” he said, adding that “1 have that
intention because ... I’m of an age
when I think 10 years is more than
enough.”
McCarthy had said in January, when
he declined a tenured professorship of
fered him by the University Boaid of
Trustees, that he intended to resign as
planned in 1985. He later said he was
“not even thinking about” a possible
resignation.
However, at two meetings in March,
one with university faculty and another
with union members and state legis
lators, he said he had no intention of re
maining as chancellor.
McCarthy said he “apparently [has]
confused everyone in Maine” about his
plans. He said he thought the confusion
“stemmed fiom the fact that people
asked me what my plans were for 1985
“I said, ‘1 don’t know,’ and 1 don’t
know. I still don’t know,” he said.
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Center for the Study of Early
Man Sets Bone Conference
Archaeologists who study both human
origins and the peopling of the Amer
icas have proposed that bone modified
by humans can be used as an indicator
of human presence at early archaeolog
ical sites. Within archaeological circles
this proposal is being hotly debated. The
central question under consideration is:
can bones modified by humans who use *
(for example) cutting, grinding, and pol
ishing techniques be distinguished from
products created by natural processes?
To address this fundamental question,
Robson Bonnichsen and Jim Mead of
UMO’s Center for the Study of Early
Man are organizing the First Interna
tional Conference and Workshop on Hu
man vs. Natural Bone Modification at
Carson City, Nevada from August 17-19.
Authorities from Africa, Asia, Europe
and North America will give theoretical
papers on how contemporary case stud
ies can be used to interpret the prehis
toric record. In addition, case studies
will be presented which outline the new
est evidence and offer solutions to inter
pretive problems that plague the archaeo
logical analyst.
In the two months since publication of
the premiere edition of the Mammoth
Trumpet, a tabloid for associates of the
Center for the Study of Early Man,
more than 1,200 subscribers and several
thousand dollars were recorded, accord
ing to editor Marcella Sorg. The eightpage quarterly was mailed to 50,000 pro
fessionals.

The Merrill Family of Banks
Merrill Bank ■ Federal Bank ■ Merrill Bank, N.A.
51 offices in central, eastern and northern Maine
Members FDIC

“This is the sort of English
up with which I will not put ”
Winston Spencer Churchill
1874-1965

Mid Maine Mutual

M

Savings Bank
Auburn, Lewiston, Lisbon Falls, Mechanic Falls
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LE FAROG
FORUM
Published since 1972, FAROG (Franco-Americon

I

Resource Opportunity Group) has brought to

UMO and to the community at large socio

I

LIFE IN ICE AGE CHILE
I

cultural news and features through its bilingual
lournal, the FORUM Founders of FAROG have
as their mission advocacy of the French
presence in the U.S. (13 million) through

academic research, public service and the
dissemination of information about and for this

CUT MARKS
SUGGEST HUMAN
PRESENCE______

t

ethnic group.
Each year, FAROG students publish eight tabloid issues of Le FAROG FORUM (circ. 5,500)
which contain many articles focused on Franco-Americans as well as on other U.S. cultural

communities.

EARLY MAN IN PATAGONIA____________

Help support a major voice for Franco-Americans. Subscriptions are $6 for readers within
New England, $8 for those in other U.S states and $10 foreign. Make it your FORUM. Con
tribute to FAROG.*
Merci beaucoup
Yvon A. LabbS '63, editor
•FAROG FORUM is funded, in port, by UMO subscribers and the Quebec and French governments

The first Mammoth Trumpet
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University of Maine News
Electricity, Space Heating
Plan Wins $5,000 Grant
Following through on one of the first
promises he made when he assumed his
office, Dr. Arthur M. Johnson, acting
president of the University of Maine at
Orono, presented a $5,000 grant for a
UMO research-demonstration project on
the co-generation of electricity and space
heating.
The project, one of 51 proposed by
university faculty, is expected to heat a
small building on campus at considerable
savings. A portion of the savings will be
used to fund a second proposal for sem
inars focusing on the topic, “The Qual
ity of Maine Life,” to be held during
the summer, said the university presi
dent. A similar competition is expected
to be conducted among the non-aca
demic and non-research units of the
university.
The winning proposal came from the
agricultural engineering department,
chaired by Dr. Norman Smith. The co
generation unit will be used to heat
Perkins Hall, a grey building behind the
Agricultural Engineering building. Ac
cording to the proposal, a 30-horsepower system will be installed to heat
the building and produce electricity,
which would be sold to a utility.

The project also is expected to be a
demonstration for possible residential
use, as well as a laboratory exercise for
students. It is expected to be in opera
tion before September.
In a similar competition for non
academic units a proposal to upgrade
UMO’s radio production equipment was
selected as winner of another $5,000

English-Math Building Renamed Neville Hall
The English/Mathematics Building at
the University of Maine at Orono, com
pleted in 1976, will be dedicated as
Howard R. Neville Hall at formal cere
monies later this year. The recommenda
tion to honor the late Neville, who was
president of UMO from 1973 to 1979,
was authorized by the University of
Maine Board of Trustees at its February
meeting.
Neville Hall is a four-story, red brick
building with an attached two-story glass
and concrete wing which contains the
university system’s Computing and Pro
cessing Center. A wing at the north side
has a 350-seat hall frequently used for
lectures, films, small conferences, cul
tural events and large classes. Built to
house two of the larger departments in
the College of Arts and Sciences, math
ematics and English, the building’s first

floor also has offices for personnel ser
vices.
During Neville’s presidency, several
buildings were added to the UMO cam
pus. Funds were raised for the construc
tion and completion of Alfond Arena, a
major addition for Fogler Library, and
York Village student apartments.
Neville’s administration also saw the
beginning of Maine Scholars Day,
UMO’s Sea Grant status, funding for
sponsored research increased by $5
million, the building of an Honors
Center, and an increase in the number
of National Merit Scholars enrolled at
UMO.
Neville left UMO in 1979 to become
president of Alfred University in Alfred,
New York, where his wife, Fredrica
Karber Neville, died unexpectedly in
1980. Neville died in 1981, at 55.

Hamilton Retires from Journalism Department
Brooks W. Hamilton, a pioneer in the
teaching of journalism to UMO stu
dents, will retire this summer after 32
years on the faculty. After retirement, he
will continue to teach his favorite
course, Law of Publications—at least
for another semester.
For 16 years after he joined the UMO
faculty, Hamilton was the only member
of the journalism faculty. He was ad
visor to all journalism majors and to the
staff of the student newspaper, the
Maine Campus.
In 1970, Hamilton retired as chairman
of the Department of Journalism and
Broadcasting to devote full-time to
teaching and broadcast journalism.
In the 1960s, Hamilton anchored the

Maine Public Broadcasting Network’s
nightly news program, “Maine News
and Comment.” Until 1983, he could be
heard on Public Radio giving a weekly
commentary.
In 1959, Hamilton was instrumental in
the passing of Maine’s “Right to Know”
law, a landmark statute he drafted in
support of freedom of the press. Until
1973, he was executive secretary of the
Maine Press Association, an organiza
tion which named an award for weekly
newspaper excellence for Hamilton in
1979.
Last year, Hamilton was one of three
New England newsmen awarded the
Yankee Quill Award of Sigma Delta Chi,
the Society of Professional Journalists.

Professor Brooks Hamilton
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Black Bears Win Ramsey Title

TOPS IN MATH—Each year UMO’s mathematics department faculty selects four outstand
ing students for membership in the Mathematical Association of America. This year, for the
first time, all four are women. They are, Alden Monberg of Bangor and Amy Johnson of
Dover-Foxcroft, both of whom have perfect A grades in all their math courses, Rebecca
McDevitt of Ellsworth and Corinne Manahan of Lewiston. Both McDevitt and Manahan
have double majors in math and computer science. Monberg and Johnson are mathematics
majors.

Dancers’ State Tour Benefits Arts Center
“The UMO Mini-Dance Company,’’
said Teresa Torkanowsky, the troupe’s
coordinator, choreographer, mentor,
economist and chaperone, “was created
two years ago because the president’s of
fice and the development office des
perately needed something to garnish
their fund-raising dinners.”
As a result, the company “has con
tributed toward the performing arts
pocketbook,” she said. “Frankly, in our
far-flung appearances—Portland, Milli
nocket and Augusta, for example—
we’ve been successful. Our programs
have included flamenco, jazz, ballet and
modern.”
Although troupe members won’t start
fires in hotel rooms and cook their own
food—as did the 40-member entourage
of the late flamenco Carmen Amaya
(whom Torkanowsky knew) when that
legendary figure traveled from city-to
city—they will experience the hardships
and joys of touring.
The company donned its dancing
shoes and took to the road for ap
pearances in Presque Isle, Ellsworth,
Waldoboro, Unity and Millinocket.
In addition, the dancers gave three
performances on campus for the Patrons
of the Fine Arts, the Coffee House, and
cabaret lovers.
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The major offering of the UMO
Dance Department—of which the mini
company is a part—was in May. Three
performances were offered in Hauck
Auditorium.
In order not to encroach on the aca
demic life of the students, Torkanowsky
refuses to plan more than five en
gagements during the fall and five dur
ing the spring, although she could easily
have twice those numbers, she said.

Sondra Kingsbury

EDINBURG, Texas— It began as a dis
aster and prompted a team meeting as
co-captains Eddie Hackett and Jeff Paul
wanted the players to clear the air after
suffering what is believed to be the
worst start in University of Maine at
Orono baseball history (1-9).
But 11 games and seven wins later, in
cluding six wins ofer the last eight
games, the Black Bears boarded a plane
at McAllen Airport with the Jody
Ramsey Tournament title. Maine beat
Miami of Ohio 9-6 in March to wind up
its spring trip with an 8-13 record. More
importantly, the win was Maine’s sixth
in eight Ramsey Tournament games. Se
nior center fielder Rick Lashua, senior
third baseman Paul, and senior desig
nated hitter-pitcher Billy Swift were the
catalysts for the Bears along with senior
second baseman Tim Layman.
“We had a great [second] week,” said
Maine coach John Winkin. “The top of
our order, Lashua, Paul, and Swift, hit
very well. Lashua has been going wild.
He’s been the best player here. Jeff
always comes up with the clutch hits.
Scouts told me that Paul and Lashua
have real shots to get drafted now. And
Swift was very impressive.” Winkin
didn’t have to mention Swift’s draft pos
sibilities because the righty was a second
round pick a year ago and could go even
higher this June.
Meanwhile, freshman phenom Scott
Morse hurled six innings of six-hit, onerun baseball before tiring in the seventh.

Women Take Championships
UMO’s women swimmers tallied 815
points one weekend in February to de
feat 12 other teams in the Division A
New England Swimming and Diving
Championship. The following week,
UMO’s women’s basketball team de- ,
feated Husson College to take the
MAIAW State Championship. Both con
tests took place in Orono.
Senior standout Whitney Leeman took
wins in the 100- and 200-yard backstroke
and in the 200- and 400-individual med
leys. She was voted the meet’s outstand
ing senior competitior.
Three UMO hoopsters scored in
1
double figures March 3 to give the Black
Bears a 111-75 win over Husson and
their fifth state championship in six
years. Emily Ellis, a junior, was named
leading scorer in Division I in New
England. The team broke 39 individual
and team records and five national
NCAA Division I records this year.
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Varsity Hockey—A Look Back
The first team hit the ice in 1923
he history of varsity
full-time hockey coach. Construction of
hockey at the Univeisity of Maine
Alfond Arena proceeded as a team was
can be divided into two eras. The Inst selected in the fall ol 1977. Maine was
began shortly after the end of World
granted entry into the ECAC Division II
War I when American college campuses
league and placed in the East region.
were Hooded with returning GIs. Varsity
Hockey returned to the Maine campus
athletics in general were just beginning
in 1977 when the Black Bears met
to ieturn to their pre-war levels at most
Acadia University. The spoit returned in
campuses when hocke> as a college sport style with a 7-5 victory over the Cana
began its appearance
dian team. In an ironic note, Gary
In the fall of 1922, several UMO stu
Conn, who later became Maine’s alldents formed a group to petition the
time leading scorer, banged home the
Athletic Board to add varsity hockey tor
first goal ever scored in Alfond Arena.
the 1922-23 winter season The Boaid
The team was competitive in the league
agreed and the first hockey team hit the
all year, and, with a 15-12 overall mark,
ice in February 1923.
just missed the playoffs. A year later,
Conditions were veiy iough in those
Maine won the league’s regular season
days. Maine’s home rink was an outdooi
crown and defeated thicc Dixision 1
facility and, because of weather condi
teams. RPI, Northeastern and Veimont.
tions, it was very difficult to maintain a
A disappointing 7-4 loss to Salem Slate
smooth ice surface for games. The
in the semi-final round of the ECAC
weathei also forced several postpone
play of ts put a small damper on an
ments and cancellations of games
otherwise outstanding 25-8-1 season.
Five games were played that first year
The 1979-80 campaign maiked a turn
as the Bears ended up with a 2-3 record.
ing point for the Beais. The team moved
The wins were against Colby and Bates,
up to ECAC Division I and began com
which then had varsity teams. Joseph
petition in the league’s East legion. An
Murphy served as the coach of the 1923
upper deck was added to the far corner
squad and Drew Stearns, who also
of Alfond Aiena increasing the capacity,
played on the UMO baseball squad, was
including standees, to moie than 4,100.
team captain
Maine staited the season quickly with
A year later, the team played 12
victories over Noitheastern, Brown,
games, winning foui and losing eight.
The highlights of the season were a 4-2
win over Boston Univeisity and a 6-1
romp over Bowdoin Stan Wallace
coached the team and Wilmer Elliott,
who also played on the football team,
was captain.
Following the season’s end, the hock
ey piogram was discontinued, primallly
because of the problem of keeping a
suitable ice surface. The Athletic’Board
recommended that as soon as an indoor
facility could be built, vaisity hockey
should be restored.
Fifty-two years passed before the
sport of hockey could be revived at the
b University of Maine. This second era of
college hockey at UMO began with a
proposal and gift from Harold Alfond, a
long-time friend of the Univeisity. Alfond’s geneious gift of $400,000 enabled
the University to begin constiuction of
an indoor hockey facility. Shortly aftciwaid, Jack Semlei, then head coach al
Pnnceton, was hired as Maine’s Inst

T

lllnstiaiion bv Ken I inkhausci

Princeton, Boston College and New
Hampshire. Things began to cool off
somewhat after a tough 4-3 loss to Prov
idence in front of the largest crowd
(4,100) ever to see a college hockey game
in the stale. However, the Bears came
back and won key games against Har
vard (5-3), New Hampshire (6-5 OT),
Boston University (8-7) and Providence
(6-5) to stay in the running for the play
offs.
With a week left in the season, the
final playoff spot boiled down to either
Maine or Cornell. The Bears traveled to
Clarkson and St. Lawrence, splitting the
two games. After a crushing blow
against the Golden Knights (11-2),
Maine came back and took the St. Law
rence game, 4-2. Maine then waited to
hear what Cornell had done in its last
two games. If the Big Red won both, it
would qualify—anything less and the
Bears would make the playoffs. Unfor
tunately for Maine, Cornell did win both
games and capture the last playoff spot.
A year later, however, the Bears pulled
eveiything together and posted a 23-11
overall record and a fourth place finish
in the league. During the season, Jim
Tortorella achieved the distinction of be
ing the first ECAC goalie to score a
goal. It happened at the RPI Tourna
ment against Vasby, a Swedish amateur
team. Both Tortorella’s stick and puck
are now on display at the U.S. Hockey
Hall of Fame.
Maine was seeded fifth in the ECAC
Division I Tournament under the
league’s playoff rules and traveled to
Cornell. The Big Red pioved too tough
for the Beais and Cornell won, 7-4.
After that season, 15 players were lost
to graduation and Jeff Nord unexpected
ly turned pio leaving behind a young
and inexpeiienced team. The Bears suf
fered thiough an 8-21 season in 1981-82
and then lost several other players to
graduation including All-American
Andre Aubut. Last year’s team finished
no better than 17th in the ECAC with a
league iecord of 1-20 and an overall
mark of 5-24.
Recent developments make the future
of Maine hockey look bright. The 198384 squad will see almost all of the pre
vious team’s lettermen return along with
a large crop of newcomers, all of whom
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1983 Leading Scorer Rene Comeault

will be pushing the vets for a spot on the
team.
The players have been following a
conditioning program during the sum
mer and fall which should increase their
strength and stamina. Maine’s schedule
was challenging in the ECAC with 34
games on tap including two contests
with Canadian power Concordia and
two with the 1982 NCAA champion
North Dakota Sioux. Now that they’ve
alancing a busy college
joined the new Hockey East, the team
schedule is no easy task for most
will be active six months of the year, in
students. And it doesn’t make it any
stead of four. From October through
easier if you are a top athlete who must
March, the Bears will play nearly 40
devote time to practices and games. It’s
regular games and at least two playoff
even more difficult if you happen to be
games. The Maine hockey program
in one of the most demanding academic
should prosper with a new coach, named 1 programs on campus. But, despite hav
as this magazine went to press. □
ing all these demands, junior defense—Andrew Finnie i man Rene Comeault of Dominion City,
Manitoba has managed to be successful
’ in all of his activities at the University of
, Maine at Orono.
Comeault is a zoology major and
maintains a 3.00 average. His goal is to
successfully complete his bachelor’s de
gree and then enroll at McGill University
Medical School in Montreal.
On the ice, Comeault is a co-captain
. of the Black Bear hockey team and is
1 the team’s top defenseman and a leading
‘ scorer.
“All my life I have had one simple
philosophy,” he explains. “That’s to do ,
the best I can all the time. I always take
things in stride because I know I can al- t
ways do something a little bit better the
Coach Shawn Walsh
- next time.
“I recognized from the beginning that
Walsh Named Hockey Coach
being in the program I’m in and playing 1
The committee charged with replacing
hockey would be very difficult and
resigned coach Jack Semler named
would require sacrifices,” he says.
Shawn Walsh, 29, assistant coach at
I “There have been times when my acaMichigan State University, to succeed
! demies suffered a bit because of athSemler.
‘ letics, but I always push myself harder
Juniors Ron Hellen and Rene Co
when that happens. I just tell myself to 1
meault were re-elected captains of the
work harder and not get buried in my
Black Bear team for next season. They
4 classwork. I also realize that nothing
served this year with senior Todd Bjork- ’ comes easy.
strand who walked away with a couple
>
In addition to putting in the usual
of important awards.
practice with the team, Comeault almost
Bjorkstrand, who scored 52 points this always remains on the ice after the forseason, received the Alfond MVP Award i mal practice ends and drills with some of
as elected by the players. He also received | the other players.
the Neville-Westerman Coaches Award
i
One of seven children of Ben and
1
given annually to the player who demon Gisele Comeault, Rene began his hockey (
strates the highest commitment to the
career not unlike most other Canadian l
team and the program. Bjorkstrand
boys. After working his way through
ended his career with 134 points, seventh youth hockey and graduating from
on the all-time Maine scoring list.
Roseau Valley Collegiate, he decided to
As UMO moves into Hockey East
take an extra year of high school (Mannext season with six other New England I itoba stops at grade 11). He enrolled at
schools, the Black Bears will ice an ex
Apple Valley High School and was an
perienced team. All but two lettermen
, All-Conference selection for coach Larry
will return, including goalie Jean LaHendrickson. He was also involved in
coste, who became the first UMO goalie track and cross-country. Following
to post two shutouts in a season.
• graduation, he enrolled at Maine after

“I tell myself to work . ..
nothing comes easy.”

B
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being recruited by former coach Jack
Semler.
“When 1 was recruited I didn’t really
know too much about the Maine hockey
program. But once I came to Orono I
knew I had made the right choice. I feel
our hockey program is first-rate. I also
like the academic programs here. The
professors are very helpful and they sup
port the students. I’ve never had any
regrets about coming to Maine.”
Since his first days in a Maine uni
form, Comeault has become one of the
team leaders. He has been recognized
for his stick handling and skating ability
and his mental approach to the game.
Semler said of the defenseman, “We
always counted on Rene’s leadership
both on and off the ice because he was
an important element of our game
plan.” □
—Andrew Finnie

Defenseman Rene Comeault

4

General Alumni Association News
Senior Alumni Donations
Top $93,025 in 36 Years

77/e welfare of students seemed to be the priority at a reception at the President’s House in
March dm mg the opening night ol the Student Alumni Association’s Regional Conference
From left, Rosalie Rvan, alumni acti\ities coordinator at Salem Stale College in Salem,
Massachusetts; Emily Johnson, UMO’s Fust Lady, Arthur Johnson, acting UMO president,
and Teresa Henchey, S/l/l member, student intern to President Johnson and Al! Maine
Woman

Two days after they graduated, 45 UMO student musicians left Maine for a two-week trip
through Europe, with the help and support of the Genet al Alumni Association The Univer
sity Singers were scheduled to perfonn between May 14-29 m such places as the Not/e Dame
Cathedral in Paris and Heidelberg Castle m Germans The vocalists and musicians left for
their first-ever European tout with conductor and Associate Projessor of Music, Dr Dennis
Cox
Funded bv the GA A, by special events and with donations given the students during
their annual March song-jest in Washington, D C , the trip came at the end of a full
schedule which included a benefit conceit March 10 al the Student Alumni Association’s
regional conference in Orono

Senior Alumni Association (SAA) presi
dent Frank Hussey ’25 reported in
March the historic support the SAA has
generated for UMO in the history of the
members of the ovei-50th-reumon-year
organization.
In the years for which records are
available, from 1948-84, the SAA has
granted to UMO more than $93,000 in
athletic, academic and Merit scholarships.
In addition, the alumni association’s
oldest and still-active “seniors” are con
sidering additional support for the
GAA’s newly-established endowment
fund. Earned interest from this endow
ment could finance the association’s
operating expenses so that all the income
from the Annual Alumni Fund Campaign
could be used for direct support of the
University.

Sue Johnson ’85 poses with Nancy Morse
Dysart '60, who was named an honorary
membei of All Maine Women Johnson is
president of the Student Alumni Association
and Dysart is director of alumni activities.
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The View from

Alumni Hall
By Dr. Arthur M. Johnson
I

S THE ACTING PRESIDENT of

A

I

.UMO, I have a unique opportuni
ty to survey the health and welfare of
your campus. Of course, as a faculty
member since 1968, I have had one view.
It has been that we have an outstanding
physical facility, good teachers and prom
ising students. However, it becomes in
creasingly clear over the past decade that
the University was not receiving the re
sources that were needed to maintain not
only the physical plant but the long-run
quality of our instruction. In fact, since
1974 the appropriation for the state Uni
versity system has declined from 15 per
cent of the state budget to, roughly,
eight per cent.
Viewing the situation from the Presi
dent’s Office, I see us as a better-thanaverage, land-grant institution. I can
testify from experience as to the quality
of our students, the dedication of our
faculty, and the productivity of our
grounds crews and maintenance person
nel. Equally important, I see the General
Alumni Association involving itself daily
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more closely in support of the University
and its mission. No one can know better
than alumni what the institution means
and what it can mean.
You may have read that we face a
“crisis” and many problems. Unques
tionably, there are many situations that
need to be corrected, but we are tackling
them as fast as we can with the resources
that are available. Basically, I believe
that many of these problems can be over
come by the adoption of basic business
management and information systems.
As a faculty member, I was not as aware
as I am now of the business side of the
operation. However, a university today
is a big business, and department chair
men are operating small businesses. On
this campus we have everything from
our own egg and milk production to the
most sophisticated electronic equipment;
we have fire and police departments; we
have almost anything that you could
imagine pertaining to a town or com
munity of 10,000+ population. We have
to run it like a business to deliver the

best educational product.
It is my hope and intention to set the
University on a course that will meet the
challenge of the 1900s and, hopefully,
on into the 21st century. How well I suc
ceed, of course, depends on you, my col
leagues, and the faculty—in fact, the en
tire Orono community. I have been
greatly buoyed by the enthusiasm and by
the support that I have found in so
many quarters.
My own intention is, once having set
UMO on course, to retire to a more lei
surely life, which I will have earned.
Meantime, however, I will be reporting
to you as developments take place. I
solicit your help and assistance in mak
ing this institution one of which we can
be proud. Your suggestions are certainly
welcome. I am going to make it a point
to talk with alumni, as well as with stu
dents, faculty, and others who make this
operation go. I am only too aware that
presidents are transient, but in the time
that I am here, I hope to make a differ
ence. With your help, I believe I can. □

Illustration by Arline Thomson
A
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Jim Tierney ’69

The Jim Tierney Story
Maine's chief law enforcement officer is well-grounded
in the state's Democratic Party
/
/
ITH HIS TALL, spare frame
House and office building Later he ex
and tousled black curly hair,
plains that he had taken the memo home
Jim Tierney ’69 looks young enoughtwo
to nights previously and substantially
be in law school instead of serving as
revised it. “I make decisions in little
Maine’s chief law enforcement officer.
pieces,” he says.
He’s got so much energy and enthusiasm
“He’ll spend more than a year making
he constantly shifts position in his chair
his next big decision.
while you’re talking to him. And he
Sometime around next March he will
talks so fast you need a tape recorder to
announce whether he plans to follow in
keep track of his words.
the footsteps of his Democratic pre
He’s at home in the State House and
decessor as attorney general, Joseph E.
State Office Building, constantly running Brennan, and enter the race for the
between them from one of his offices to
governorship.
the other. The attorney general appears
The decision won’t be easy, Tierney
to make decisions on his feet—calling in says.
“It’s flattering to be asked to be gov
structions into his attorney’s rooms
ernor of your state, just the possibility
while he gives a walking tour of his re
designed offices.
to be governor. . . . But even the run
ning, much less the serving, really
“Give me that memo and I’ll initial
changes your life. What’s it going to be
it,’’ he tells one of his staff as they cross
like for my kids? They’re all in school
paths in the tunnel connecting the State

W

(in Brunswick). What’s it going to be
like for my wife? She’s got a career of
her own,” he says.
Tierney is a devoted family man
blocking out time to spend with his four
children and sometimes bringing the
older two, Adam, 13, and Josie, 9, to
work with him. “I think it’s important
that they know what I do,” he says. The
Tierneys also have twin sons, Matthew
and Daniel, 7. “I try to maintain as nor
mal a home life as I can, given my job,”
Tierney says. He’s also in demand as a
speaker for school and scouting groups.
Tierney, 37, is well-grounded in the
state’s Democratic Party. He served four
terms in the Legislature as the represen
tative from Lisbon and Durham, four of
those years as House Majority Leader.
His former legislative colleagues elected
him attorney general in 1980, and again
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in 1982. He’s also a figure in the na
tional Democratic Party, serving with
Sen. George Mitchell as Maine’s repre
sentatives on the Democratic Strategy
Council. The council, formed after the
Republicans and President Ronald
Reagan swept the 1980 elections,
thrashes out ideas to rejuvenate the
Democrats.
Tierney feels a strong tie to UMO, re
turning every fall to speak to political
science classes or to catch a Black Bear
basketball or baseball game. Last spring,
he was an honorary pall bearer at the
funeral of his former advisor, Robert
Thomson. Tierney represented the stu
dents of the ’60s.
Many of the people he works with
now are his contemporaries from
Orono—he mentions people like Dick
Davies ’69, legislative aide for Gov.
Brennan; Trish Riley ’73, director of the
Bureau of Maine’s Elderly; and Charlie
Jacobs ’69, an aide to Sen. Mitchell.
Accompanying his daughter to this
year’s Valentine’s Day Ball in Bruns
wick, Tierney ran into another former
classmate, Brian Currier ’69, who’s now
working in Brunswick.
Tierney, like many others now firmly
planted in the state government estab
lishment, is a product of the radical days
on college campuses.
The late ’60s and early ’70s was the
era of hostility and protest brought
about by the Vietnam War and the
draft. It was also the beginning of the
campaign for student rights.
At Orono, the battle for students
sprang, in part, from what alumni and
professors remember as the “chicken
caper.”
It began in the fall of 1968 when the
Students for Democratic Society brought
chickens on leashes into Memorial
Union. New rules allowed animals, if on
leashes, in the building. The chickens
were named for the presidential can
didates at the time, Richard Nixon,
George Wallace and Hubert Humphrey.
As Tierney, who was not involved,
relates it, “Attempts were made to
discipline the students in a way which
was not in concert with the recently
enacted Disciplinary Code.”
An explosive Student Senate meeting
followed, attended by then-Maine Senate
President Kenneth McLeod and thenHouse Speaker David Kennedy.
“The university’s budget was on the
line,” Tierney says. “The issue became,
how were students going to be disci-
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plined? Were the students going to be
allowed a certain amount of due pro
cess? Were they going to have a chance
for a hearing? Those were the days when
you could throw somebody out of
school and if you got thrown out of
school you could be drafted.”
Tierney spoke up at the meeting, in
support of student rights.
Steve Hughes ’69, then president of
the Student Senate and later a fellow
legislator with Tierney, appointed
Tierney to a committee of about a dozen
students and faculty members who were
to study the controversy.
Tierney had been vice president of the
Student Senate during his sophomore
year, then resigned to spend his junior
year at McGill University in Montreal.
When he returned to UMO, he held no
leadership post.

columns in the Maine Campus student
newspaper, he took the administration
to task.
In the issue of April 10, 1969, he
wrote:

“. . . Iam upset when I look at our
university. Upset because the type of . education so desperately needed is not
generally available at the University of
Maine. The student in the College of
Technology who only has the chance to
take one elective outside his college each
year is not receiving the education
necessary to grasp the problems of our
society. Neither is the sociology major or
political science major who rarely gets
near a professor and never gets near a
seminar. The students at the University
of Maine are not being educated; rather
we are being trained.
The university is run as a corporation.
The people of Maine are stockholders;
UT CHRIS HASTEDT ’68,
the university administration and faculty
a graduate student at the time
are the business executives and we, the
and now a paralegal for Pine Tree Legal students, are the products. . . .”
Assistance, Inc., said, “I think he was
picked because he was generally recog
Today, Tierney echoes his own words
nized as someone who had some sym
when he talks about the university: “I’m
pathy for and understanding of all the
a little worried about Orono. Classes are
parties: the administration, the students
a lot more crowded. The advanced ju
and the chickens.”
nior and senior classes lack the kind of
The final report, which came out in
personal one-on-one relationship that I
the spring of 1969, recommended abol
remember with faculty members. ... I
ishing the Offices of Dean of Men and
think we’re under-investing in human
Dean of Women. It created the Dean of
capital.”
Students, Vice President for Academic
Tierney says he is looking more closely
Affairs and urged more counseling ser
at UMO since it is one school he would
vices for students.
want to send his children to, and could
The recommendations were adopted.
afford.
“People always smile when they call it
After graduating with highest honors
the chicken crisis,” Tierney says, “but it
from UMO’s political science program,
gave rise to some very major changes.”
Tierney spent his next two years teaching
One of the changes that followed sev
ninth grade at Webster Junior High
eral years later was the abolition of
School in Auburn and coaching basket
parietals (rules covering visiting priv
ball. He also served in the U.S. Army
ileges of the opposite sex in dormitories).
Reserves. Then he entered the University
“I can remember having to get Susan
of Maine School of Law and won a seat
back to Hart Hall by 11 o’clock,” he
in the Maine House while a freshman
laughs.
law student in 1972.
Tierney married the former Susan
After being admitted to the Maine Bar,
Webster during semester break his senior
Tierney joined a private law firm, Mcyear and they lived in an apartment on
Teague, Higbe and Tierney.
Tierney retired from the Legislature in
Mill Street. Mrs. Tierney ’70, has a de
gree in social work and last year earned
1980 and took the post of attorney
a nursing degree from the University of
general in January 1981, succeeding
Southern Maine. She is a social worker
Republican Richard S. Cohen, who is
in Brunswick and studies nursing in
now U.S. Attorney for Maine. Tierney
graduate school. The Tierneys live in
was sworn in at the age of 33, the
Lisbon Falls.
youngest attorney general in Maine in
During his last semester at Orono,
the 20th century. He searched records
Tierney was advocating more academic
and found two attorneys general who
freedom. In a series of “Tierney Talks”
were younger: Thomas B. Reed, who

B

went on to become Speaker of the U.S.
House from 1889 to 1891; and Nathan
Clifford, who died in 1881 after 23 years
as a U.S. Supreme Court Justice. Clif
ford was also U.S. attorney general.
One of Tierney’s first priorities as
Maine attorney general was reorganizing
the office. He gathered some 40 assistant
attorneys general from various buildings
into redesigned offices on the sixth floor
of the State Office Building. He is par
ticularly proud of his effort, from the
carpeting to the loaned artwork and the
new computer systems.
On one tour through the offices, a
well-dressed mannequin sat behind the
desk of one of Tierney’s deputies. “We
use him in homicide cases,” said
Tierney.

Patricia McDonough ’73 says she likes
the changes. She worked as an assistant
attorney general under previous admin
istrators and returned to the staff in
May 1983. “It’s much more like being in
a private law firm,” she said.

Tierney points to his Consumer Divi
sion as proof of his theory that, “We
could do more with less money and we
could do it more efficiently and we
could help more people.” He pared the
division from seven to three lawyers and
uses consumer education and volunteer
mediators to fill the gaps. “When I
came, we were handling 2,000 com
plaints a year. Now we’re handling
10,000 complaints and returning $20,000
a month to consumers,” he says.
Tierney campaigns hard to get lawyers
to join his team. Many of them, like
McDonough, come from private firms
and many take salary cuts. Tierney
makes $42,000 a year while his lawyers
average $22,000 to $30,000.

“We offer lawyers here a chance to
make a difference in their world. When
they go home at night they can feel that
something happened: a criminal was in
carcerated; a human rights case was suc
cessfully handled; an abused child was
saved from a dangerous environment; an

interstate banking policy was successfully
and constitutionally drafted and moved
through the legislative process; a license
of a real qstate broker, who was de
frauding people, has been taken; a nurse
who has been on drugs is out of the
hospital.”
Two of his deputies are graduates of
UMO: Rufus Brown ’66, who is in
charge of the Litigation Division; and
Bob Stolt ’66, who runs the Adminis
trative Division.
Tierney says he has no desire to run
for Congress or any other office which
would take him outside Maine, where
he’s lived since he was 2 years old.
“I’m not sure I’d be in government in
another state where it’s so big and im
personal. But in Maine I constantly run
into people I went to Orono with, I went
to high school with or I went to law
school with.” □
„
.j
—Betty Adams

Adams teaches journalism at the University
of Maine at Augusta.

Tierney (center) talks with two staff lawyers, Rae Ann French ’69, from the Attorney General’s division, and deputy attorney Robert Stolt 66.
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Stephen O. Muskie

I

UMO Professor of Art, Michael
Lewis, makes preliminary sketches of
Edmund S. Muskie at the former
senator’s home in Kennebunkport.
Two years later, he put the finishing
touches on the oil on canvas, which
now hangs in the former secretary of
state’s home. Lewis finished the
work in his Orono studios.

”Edmund S. Muskie, ” by Michael Lewis
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The Allen-Dyer Connection
Her “little sister” at Alpha Omicron Pi, 23 years later
joined her handwriting company as vice president
Phe handwriting was on
L the wall, as well as on the
desk, on the pages of textbooks and
sometimes on the blackboard.
To the late William L. Rinehart,
founder of Rinehart, Inc., most hand
writing looked like “the tracks of
chickens whose feet had been dipped in
to ink wells.’’ Considered a teacher
whose ideas were ahead of his time,
Rinehart believed that sloppy penman
ship had severe implications to a child’s
learning ability. So, he designed a func
tional handwriting system that prepared
children for a smooth transition from
primitive printing to cursive writing.
That was in 1933. In the years that
followed, Rinehart built his ideas into a
successful consulting business that gave
teachers individually-tailored hand
writing for their unique school systems.
After Rinehart’s death in 1967, his
daughter, Alice Rinehart Allen ’55 took
over the business. An elementary educa
tion major at UMO, Allen proved to be
a sensible businesswoman and an able
company president at headquarters in
Barre, Massachusetts. She modernized
Rinehart, Inc., which is today the
favored handwriting improvement pro
gram of school districts throughout New
England and the State of New York.
Second-in-command at Rinehart is
Sarah Kappas Dyer ’57, Alien’s “little
sister’’ in Alpha Omicron Pi when the
two were UMO students. They lost
touch alter Allen graduated in 1955 and
didn’t meet again until 1978 at a Massa
chusetts horse show. Dyer was teaching
elementary school at the time and was
already using Rinehart’s method. After
getting reacquainted with her former col
lege ti lend, she told Allen what was
wrong with Rinehart’s system. Allen was
so impressed, she hired Dyer on the spot
and eventually made her vice president
of the company in charge of program

development and materials design.
“Her creativity, experience and intel
ligence helped make this a success,” says
Allen, adding that the Rinehart program
had to overcome many obstacles during
the late ’70s, such as legislation which
reduced spending on education through
out much of the Northeast. According
to Allen, the company’s reputation sat
isfied more than enough school districts
to bring in increasing demands for ser
vice.
“It’s a good program, and one that’s
practical,” says Dyer, a native of
Brunswick, Maine. “We used this tech
nique in my remedial reading class but it

Alice Rinehart
Allen '55

Sarah Kappas
Dyer '57

needed to be updated.”
With Dyer’s help, Rinehart modern
ized in many significant ways. Motiva
tional workshops were expanded and
consultants were trained to conduct
workshops for PTA’s and other schoolsponsored organizations. The Dyer-Allen
team also developed new graphing pro
cedures to better chart student progress.
They offer advice on curriculum design,
demonstration in classrooms and help
elementary teachers with tutoring.
Personal service remains the focus of
Rinehart, Inc., and that won’t change,
says Allen. She has now hired six teach
ers (four of whom have master’s degrees
in education) who diagnose, evaluate
and offer remedial help right in the
classrooms.
Of course, success and leadership is
nothing new to either of the two chief
executives. Allen came to UMO after
one year at the University of Miami and
soon became involved in a host of cam
pus activities. She was named president
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, a member
of the educational fraternity, Kappa
Delta Pi, a dorm counselor and an All
Maine Woman in her senior year. Allen
was considered a role model for many
undergraduate students, including Dyer,
who was three years her junior. Dyer was
an honor student at UMO, a Sophomore
Eagle, and was considered a social re
former. It was Dyer, secretary of her
freshman class and of AOP, who led a
successful drive giving women students
permission to wear Bermudas and slacks
on campus.
“It’s been a most enjoyable period,
working with Alice for the past six
years,” says Dyer. “We do believe fate
brought us back together.”
—Ned J. Cote

Alice (left) and Sat ah today

Ned Cote is a reporter for the Portsmouth
Herald, Portsmouth, New Hampshire
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Deaths
1903 ERNEST ALBEE PORTER, 104, of
Brookline, Massachusetts, died December 3, 1983.
B.S., civil engineering. Kappa Sigma. Army Corps
of Engineers. He attributed his long life to “the
farm, good food and exercise.” He leaves his wife
of 70 years, Emma, who is 101.

1932 FLORENCE MARION LEWIS, 72, of
Dunedin, Florida, died January 6, 1984. B.A.,
mathematics. Delta Delta Delta. Tax specialist.
Chase Manhattan Bank. Among survivors are
brothers Ardron ’28, Ermond ’30, Joseph ’38 and
sisters Ruth ’37 and Lillian L. Davis ’45

1933 CLAYTON MOORES CURRIE, 72, of Houl
ton, died December 21, 1983. B.S., mechanical
engineering. Merchant. Among survivors is a
daughter, Norma Currie Goel ’61.

1916 BASIL EDWARD BARRETT, 88, of Penob
scot, died December 21, 1983. B.A., economics,
sociology. Sigma Chi. Senior Skulls. Insurance
salesman.

1933 JOHN JAMES McCARTHY, 74, of Wood
side, New Jersey, died January 6, 1984. B.A.
chemistry. M.D. Georgetown University, 1936. Phi
Kappa. Physician.

1918 HAROLD LESLIE REDDING, 90, of
Auburn, died January 7, 1984. LL.B. Block “M”
Alumni Service Award recipient, 1975.

1933 LOUISE HILL ROBBINS, 72, of Farmingdale, died December 26, 1983. B.S., home
economics. Chi Omega. Surviving is her husband,
Winston C. ’32, brother Robert '34 and sister
Eleanor H. Hinman ’36.

1919 WILLIAM CLARENCE ELLSWORTH, 87,
of Hyannis, Massachusetts, died January 10, 1984.
B.S., electrical engineering. Delta Tau Delta. Senior
engineer, AT&T.
1922 WYMAN EVELETH HAWKES, 85, of
Berkley, Massachusetts, died December 20, 1983.
B.S., animal husbandry. Sigma Chi. Teacher.
Among the survivors are sons F. Blaine ’50 and
Dennis A. *53.
1923 HERMAN EMIL WILDE, 87, of Fanwood,
New Jersey, died January 7, 1984. B.S., chemistry.
Textile chemist. Surviving is his daughter, Margaret
W. Jiuiiano ’67. Contributions can be made to the
General Alumni Association.
1924 ETHELYN PERCIVAL HOWARD, 81, of
Augusta, died December 26, 1983. B.A.,
mathematics. Delta Zeta. Teacher. Maine Alumnus
class notes secretary. Surviving is a brother, Keith
Percival ’32.
1926 IVAN MARTELLE WOOD, 82, of Chester
ville, died January 14, 1984. B.A., English. Mer
chant.

1927 ABBA COLBURN FERNALD, 76, of Hart
ford, Connecticut, died January 10, 1984. B.A.,
history, M.A., Cornell, 1931. Artist.
1928 LAWRENCE MARK CUTLER, 77, of
Bangor, died February 5, 1984. B.A., chemistry.
M.D., Tufts Medical School, 1932. Tau Epsilon Phi.
Chief of medical services, Eastern Maine Medical
Center. Chairman, University of Maine Board of
Trustees. In his honor, the Cutler Student Health
Center at UMO was dedicated in 1975. UMO Black
Bear Award recipient, 1978. Contributions may be
made to the Lawrence M. Cutler Scholarship Fund,
care of Board of Trustees, University of Maine,
Bangor, ME 04401.
1928 ARCHIE EDWARD KAMEN, 78, of Salem,
New Jersey, died February 10, 1984. B.S.,
economics, sociology. Merchant.
1929 CHARLES HARTLEY PETERSON, 76, of
Winthrop, died February 16, 1984. B.S., electrical
engineering. Sigma Nu. District manager, Central
Maine Power Co. Surviving are his daughter
Paulyne P. Uhlenberg ’54, and a brother, George ’33.
1930 WYATT CLINTON BURKE, 75, of Boothbay
Harbor, died December 6, 1983. B.S., civil engineer
ing. Supervisor, Lehigh Valley Railroad.

1931 EARL WATERMAN DOUGHTY, 75, of
Bailey Island, died February 17, 1984. B.S., civil
engineering. Phi Eta Kappa. Engineer.

1935 AGNES CROWLEY McGUIRE, 69, of Ken
nebunk, died February 27, 1984. B.A., English,
M.A., New York University, 1950. Chi Omega.
American Institute for Foreign Study, Greenwich,
Connecticut. Among survivors is her husband,
Thomas ’34.
1936 MARGARET HOMER BLAISDELL. 68, of
Franklin, died January 31, 1984. B.S., home
economics. Teacher. Among survivors is her hus
band, Robert ’33.

1936 DONALD WARREN BROWN, 72, of Dexter,
died December 21, 1983. B.A., economics. Theta
Chi. Merchant.
1936 BETTINA BROWN GORTON, 68, of Can
berra, Australia, died October 2, 1983. Liberal Arts.
Sorbonne, Paris, France. The wife of former
Australian prime minister Sir John Gorton, she was
known for her work in promoting closer cultural ties
between Australia and Indonesia.

1936 LEONARD FREDERICK SHAW, 70, of Ken
nebunkport, died December 26, 1983. Forestry.
Lambda Chi Alpha. Block “M” alumni service
award recipient, 1973. President, Chicago Alumni
Association.
1937 MERLE STANLEY GOODWIN, 76, of
Zephyrhills, Florida, died February 5, 1984. B.A.,
education. Teacher.

1938 ROBERT TYLER HARRIS, 68, of Marble
head, Massachusetts, died January 26, 1984. B.A.,
psychology. Kappa Sigma. Buyer, Eaton’s Drug
Company.
1938 ALBERT LLEWELLYN OWENS, 66, of
Peace Dale, Rhode Island, died December 5, 1983.
B.S., agricultural economics. M.S. and Ph.D.,
University of Illinois. Associate Dean, College of
Resource Development, University of Rhode Island.
Surviving is a brother Thomas ’38.

1940 WILLIAM FRANCIS WEST, 66, of Sumter,
South Carolina, died February 8, 1984. B.A.,
psychology. M.Ed., Boston University, 1954. Phi
Gamma Delta. Teacher. Among survivors are
brothers Danforth ’44 and Stuart ’52.
1941 ELIZABETH MOSHER WHITNEY, 64, of
Montpelier, Vermont, died November 4, 1983. B.S.,
home economics. Phi Mu. Teacher.

1931 ELMER CHANDLER HODSON, of South
port, North Carolina, died December 12, 1983. B.S.,
entomology. Beta Kappa. Agricultural researcher.

1944 MARY FIELDER FENWOOD, 61, of
Yonkers, New York, died January 1, 1984. B.A.,
English. Alpha Omicron Pi. Teacher. Among sur
vivors are her sister Judith F. Harris ’46 and
brothers Allen ’52 and Thomas ’40.

1931 WILLIAM HENRY JENSEN, 76, of Spring
field, Pennsylvania, died November 21, 1983. B.S.,
civil engineering. Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Executive,
Westinghouse Corp.

1946 CHARLES FRANKLIN HASS, 73, of Bangor,
died January 1, 1984. B.A., education. Bangor
Theological Seminary, 1943. Teacher and pastor.
Surviving is a son, Dennis ’66.
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1947 GERALDINE FRANCES SMALL, 59, of New
York, New York, died February 11, 1984. B.A.,
history, government. News reporter. (See ’47 class
note)

1950 ROY ELLSWORTH JOYCE, 64, of Fort
Meade, Maryland, died February 2, 1984. B.A.,
sociology. Station director, American Red Cross.
1950 LEWIS PAUL NEWTON, 57, of Muskegon,
Michigan, died January 8, 1984. B.S., chemical
engineering. M.S., 1951. Engineer.
1950 JOSEPH THOMAS RODERICK, 64, of Or
land, died February 8, 1984. B.S., mechanical
engineering. Engineer.
1951 GALENA DAVENPORT CROCKER, 63, of
Caribou, died February 18, 1984. B.S., education.
Physical education teacher.
1951 JOHN DAVID FINDLEN, 57, of Fort Fair
field, died December 10, 1983. B.S., agronomy
Alpha Gamma Rho. Farmer and potato broker.
Among survivors are brothers Paul ’31, Thomas ’34,
Herbert ’42, Joseph '44, William ’50 and a sister,
Marion F. Duesing ’32.

1956 PEARL BEARCE LANPHER, 83, of New
port, died January 11, 1984. B.S., education.
Nasson College. Teacher.
1957 BURTON HARRIS MELTZER, 51, of
Houston, Texas, died February 2, 1984. B.A.,
business, economics, M.A., University of Illinois.
1958. Employee relations manager.
1958 KATHLEEN SULLIVAN LOWERY, 76, of
Auburn, died November 21, 1983. B.S., education.
Farmington Teachers College. Teacher.
1961 BARBARA DOROTHY KILBRIDE, 66, of
Lincoln, died February 2, 1984. B.S., education.
Teacher.

1961 JOAN HUNTER PARTRIDGE STEVENSON,
46, of Greenwich, Connecticut, died December 16,
1983. B.S., education, M.S., 1969, University of
Bridgeport, C.A.S., 1977, Fairfield University.
Teacher.

1966 BERNICE LADD BIXBY, 70, of Old Orchard
Beach, died February 10, 1984. B.S., English.
Teacher.
1975 RAYMOND AUSTIN HARPER, 37, of Brewer,
died December 19, 1983. A.Sc., mechanical engineer
ing. Pipe stress analyst. Surviving is his wife Susan
Gledhilo ’71.
i
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HADLEY W. ROBBINS, 73, of Stillwater, died
January 3, 1984. Printer, superintendent of the
University Press.
ANNIS B. COOK, 94, of Presque Isle, died January
9, 1984. Housemother, Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
I

Class Notes
17 Edith Ingraham Glover
265 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
1 am writing again from the south where 1 have
spent the winter months with my sons and their
families in Savannah, Georgia and Arlington,
Virginia. On the advice of my doctor, I left Maine
in late October and will be back in Maine when you
read this. I had a rather gay winter—a very active
church here provides plenty of entertainments and
study groups.

I had letter from Noel Godfrey, Charles Cross
land, Garth Noses, Claire Partridge Shannon and
Ruth Dollotf, all ol whom hope to come to reunion
days Garth arranged for luncheon at Pilots Grill in
Bangor
A good letter from Ray Wentzel tells me he still
drives to do shopping, bu' no long trips He sounds
acme and busv Several of his children and grandchildien live neai him One grandson is working on
a Ph D A granddaughter is mained to a UMO
alum from Bogota Colombia
A note from Phy Ills Voung wife of the former
president ol UMO thanked me lor mentioning her
in mv last column You re welcome and thank vou'

19 Stacv L Bragdon
47 Parker Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
Trom Ralph Sinnett 106A Strode Circle, Clemson
South Carolina 29631 comes the following ‘For
the last couple of weeks 1 naven t been feeling quite
up to pai and have neglected a number of things,
among them voui request lor news for the mag
azine Nothing senous iust a lack of * push
I just
turned 87 so 1 am catching up with vou I was in
terested to hear ol vour anniversary dining al the
Wavside Inn in Sudburv, Massachusetts As an ad
mirer of the poet 1 ongfellow 1 alwavs hoped to
stop theic for a meal, but unfortunately the right
chance never came I planted peas the first of March
which is a month late Now ip a day or two (March
20) we hope the weather will level off so we can
plant eaily vegetables like lettuce broccoli, beets
etc The TV is full ol politicking The season for
that is much too long in mv opinion and in the
minds ol a host of others It is time to get down to
something else, such as baseball'
A letter from Clift Denison in Harrison, Maine
complains also about the election process ‘It surely
is too long and is already very tiresome It will get
even vvoise long before fall
The class members extend sympathy to the fam
ikes of William Filsworth of Hyannis, Massachu
setts () Parker Russell of West Paris Maine and
Norman P. Knowlton of Fort Pieice, Florida
1 still keep busv with many activities but plan to
drop two program chairmanships at the end of 1984
Florence and I would like to enioy another cruise
and a trip to Luiope 1 will try once more to get
class news and it the lesponse is poor I will give up
the office” of scribe after IS years It was in 1969
at the 50th reunion that Sam Collins and the late
Dwight Demeritt asked me to take care ol the class
news Sam used to sit in the same sections with me
in our freshman year and Dwight was mv ioominalc
in the former Oak Hall Time has taken a heavy toll
on our classmates but I hope that some of us will
reach the age of lour score and ten Let’s try'

21 Margaret Blethen
1253 Beacon Street
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
From Regina, Saskatchewan March 1 came a wel
come note from Donald Stuart. “We are not buried
in snow, in fact, very little this winter Hopelullv, I
plan to be in Maine lot a couple ol months this
summer and expect to be in Bangor for a lew hours
and to see George Ginsberg. ’ Only recent news
from Katherine Stewart came last Christmas, report
mg “No news as good news ” She had been leading
Stephen King’s The Shining and Carrie
G Maynard Trafton, in Wells writes * Lost my
wife in December after a long illness Living alone
and not liking it Tamily close by is a real help Son
John runs the vacation business and our daughter,
I rances Thyme, with her husband runs a vacation
business at Bunganut Pond, near Alfred Fiances
has me playing contract budge We entered the New
England Regionals in Portland last November and
came out in the top 20% 1 was recognized as the
oldest among some 1200 players Daughter Charlotte
Baer was instrumental in contacting fi lends to write
their memories which were compiled and became a
part of a large memoiy book given to us on our
60th wedding anniversary My health is good, walk
ing has slowed, I read a lot, drive without restric

tions, love fishing, and will be at East Grand Lake
tor salmon fishing in lune Sister Edna Ewen, in
strumental in my going to UMO, died in 1982 at 101
years so pick your parents
Roger Castle has officiated this vear at four track
meets Colbv. Bowdoin, Orono and Bates “Of our
five officials from this area I seem to survive Feel
mg a bit older this week as Hunker Sawyer and 1
have come to another year ’
Much of class news for this column will bring
sadness to our classmates Our deep sympathy goes
out to Ruth Small Sewall on the death lanuarv 5 of
her husband, Howard Sewall, who was an active
member ol our class and on the track team during
our years at UMO Our sympathy also to Norma
I lint on the loss ol her husband, Frlon I lint, on
Feb 4, who was one ol the top students in the elec
trical engineering course while at UMO Madeleine
Fastman C ousms writes ‘Living alone since Edgar
(her husband) passed away a vear ago Mv one
break was a trip to the Carolinas I was glad to go
and glad to get back—now content to stay put ’
Our sympathy to you Madeleine, and also to
Pauline Miller M hitmore on the passing of her hus
band John Whitmore, in 1983
News tiom Warren Preble in Pasadena Califor
nia ‘ Am playing budge five afternoons a week and
Bingo on weekends When 1 came here in 1950 there
was only one Maine lobster place and (hat was 15
miles awav Now there are six, one of which I can
walk to in five minutes from my hotel W here they
get so many is a puzzle Mv twin sons call me two
or three times a week which is just great'’

22 han L Craig
111 November Drive, Apt 1
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011
I ucv Chamberlain writes that her conscience finally
prods her to submit news of her career since 1922
Her first vear was spent teaching at Topsfield
Massachusetts The rest of her teaching career was
at 1 ong Bianch, New lersey, where she was head of
the foreign language department During leaves ol
absence abroad she studied at the Sorbonne in Paris
and worked toward advanced degrees in summer ses
sions and weekend courses at Columbia Umveisitv
Lucv s sislei, Geneva 33, was well known to the
class of 22 and attended the 50th, 55th, and 60th
reunions with L ucy The latter’s travels before and
after retirement have included most European
countries except the Russian dependencies, but she
and Geneva did visit fellow Sorbonne students in
Hungary and Rumania
Lucv says college memories arc pleasant, but one
incident stands out, her “expulsion ’ from a jour
nalism class tor laughing at the professor The next
dav, bv anangement with her French and education
guides, she was to meet and instiuct a class of
twenty ficshman engineers who needed to satisfv a
foreign language entrance requirement This was
I ucy’s piactice teaching equivalent News tiavelcd
fast, and the World War 1 veterans in the group
were vastly amused, for Lucy hao always conducted
herself with great dignitv She wenders whether
anyone in that famous class remembers her
1 have retired from some ol mv activities such as
driving ioi the red Cross to distant cities 1 still pai
ticipate in Masonic, legion and church affairs and
have been swoin into the Camp Hill Civil Service
Commission Ms wife is still very active so I follow
her activities as husbands are supposed to do Will
hopefully get to Maine this summer as my five sis
ters demand it

24 Ann Green Robison
554 South Forest Drive
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
So far we have 30 affirmative replies for our 60th
reunion with contributions to the 1924 fund
Michael Gentile is still working at his old job as
retail manager George Stackpole is an engineer tor
Otis Elevator Co Hal Durgin writes that after 55
years as electricity utility man in Bangor, he still
finds time to visit bars and beal his wife Charles
W hitten is still an engineer the Maine Department of
Transportation Bruce Davenport is in administra
tion in the New York Telephone Company

Hazen and Kav Aver are vacationing in Florida
Doris Grant is enjoying her retirement on Mt
Desert Island “right in the midst of Acadia National
Park Irene Parsons has had her nonfiction articles
published Ruth Besses whose husband died in 1982
is active with Phi Beta Pi Julian Merrill is a woods
executive consultant Philip Woods is bridge en
gineer tor Maine Department ol Transportation He
now mows his one-acre lawn
Rav Carter, who retired from teaching and farm
ing, now gardens, travels and fish-hunts Hillis Holt,
radio engineer for himself and 110 radio stations for
60 years now “enjoys living in New Hampshire in
the summer, in Florida in the late winter and in
Connecticut the rest of the year James Chalmers,
after 60 years as a chemical engineer, mostly U S
Army Ordnance Corps, now is “a do it-yourselfer”
and bowls, gardens and maintains the house and
travels H.R. “Dick” Trask, after 22 years as a
General Electric engineer, summers in Maine and
spends his winters in Arizona
Elinor Hills writes that her husband, E. Gilbert
Hills, is suffering from Alzheimer’s disease He
would appreciate hearing from you Ruth Waterhouse is still teaching the piano after 58 years,
gardens, entertains and travels Gregory Baker,
forester professor at UMO, now “gardens, photo
graphs wild flowers, relmishes furniture, hangs drop
ceilings, does interior painting and, in his spare
time, watches TV Jack Lockwood is looking for
ward to his 50th wedding anniversary and his 60th
class reunion

25 Mildred Brown Schrumpf
84 College Ave
Orono, Maine 04473
Pearl Woodard Fickett started the New Year right
with a letter to vour secretary Wish more classmates
would let us in on their “doings” in retirement
Pearl writes ‘We are still living seven months of the
vear at our home in Florida We sold our home and
summer place in Maine and keep a year-round apart
ment (which we love) in Wells 1 reached mv 80th
birthday this vear to join the survivors’ club We
also celebiated our 50th wedding anniversary at the
Salmon Falls Countiv Club in August with 100 for a
reception and sit-down buffet ” Thank you. Pearl
According to a newsclip 1 picked up, Rudy Xallee
was to lead one of the fust set of parades at Mardi
Gras m New Orleans Some ol you may have seen
him at the event A ceramic piece, crafted by Mane
Shaw of Machias, was presented to the Center Street
Congregational Church to add to the Holy Familv
Creche, in memory ol our late classmate, president
emeritus Lincoln Sennett of University of Maine,
Machias Mans individuals contributed to the gift
Homecoming is a great time for a mini-reunion
Hope vou can make it on Oct 20 In addition to the
lootball game, the crafts show in the Field House is
worth the trip, let alone meeting your classmates
There should also be plans made tor our 60th Class
Reunion in 1985, June 7-10
Some gremlins must have mixed up the tvpe in
our report on Bowerbank, Maine’s “Cobe” in the
last Alumnus AT&T’s ad on radio extols their na
tional long distance service by explaining how calls
Irom towns of less than 60 people to cities of a verv
large number are handled—all this to boost their
coverage “Cobe” now makes his home on Sanibel
Island, Florida, although Bowerbank claimed him at
one time Hilda Bangs Rich has joined the Omega
Chapter Hilda was a member ol our class for two
years in home economics

27 Peg Preble Webster
93 Norway Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
Special thanks to Merrill Dooey for his long letter
It is frustrating having to cut these welcome letters
to fit my allotted space Keep them coming 1’11
make them fit Since Merrill’s retirement twenty
years ago he and his wife have pretty much criss
crossed the United States and the lower tier of
Canadian provinces, but are waiting until they get a
bridge built before they go to Europe “Two of my
early travels were by Greyhound Bus covering about
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14,000 miles. Greyhound did not make any money
on my travels which I planned myself. We have
found the small cruise ships in inland waters in
teresting. We’ve cruised the Chesapeake waters and
sailed up the Mississippi from Dubuque to St. Paul
on a small merchant vessel. We stopped each night
and spent shore time visiting old river towns.” From
time to time Merrill gets back to reunion. For years
he has clipped obituaries from the Hartford area
papers and sent them to the alumni office. With this
letter he sent me the obituary for Abba Fernaid.
With sadness we also report the death of Marion
Cooper and Orrin Cilley.
Mae Kirk Bruce is busy with genealogy in tracing
four families. She says it is fun but frustrating.
There are now four great-grandchildren in Delaware
and a granddaughter, a sophomore, at Cornell.
Florence Gushee Taylor plays bridge as often as
possible and enjoyed a trip to Bermuda with her son
and his wife. Gushee is already making plans for our
60th. Neil Bishop wrote that at 80 he is hale and
hearty, but finds it rather boring trying to live alone.
Marada Johnson wrote: “Still an avid birder,” but
like many of us with the “no night driving” limita
tion, her community work is greatly curtained. A
trip to Fredericksburg, Virginia found her steeped in
Civil War history and charmed with southern hos
pitality. Lucy Farrington Sheive ushered in her 80th
year with two celebrations: a gathering of relatives
on her birthday, and the Miosac Club of DoverFoxcroft, a woman’s club she has been a member of
for many years, later in the week.
With this zero degree weather it is hard to think
June, but think it 1 must and hope you will too. If
you can’t get to Orono to meet with the other Se
nior Alumni remind yourself to write and tell me
why you can’t make it. My next deadline is June
15th. Don’t make me campaign for news.

28 Matthew Williams
171 Pleasant Street
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 04426
Waldo Hill retired in 1971 after serving 40 years as
city engineer in Augusta. During those years he was
involved in much of the planning and developing of
the city as its boundaries extended farther afield.
For many years the city also maintained the sewer
system and Waldo says that was a 24-hour-a-day
headache! Finally after “retiring” in 1971 he stayed
on as a consulting engineer to the city and then
undertook private consulting work and did some
field surveying. In November 1983 the Kennebec
Journal published an article about Waldo and his
career. The newspaper published his photograph and
we could hardly recognize him for he was not wear
ing glasses the same as most of us do. Guess there
will be a niche upstairs for such a civic-minded per
son.
The necrology section will probably take note of
the passing of several classmates. There was Shepard
Hugh Cutler, Robert Pierce Thaxter, Dr. Lawrence
Cutler and Archie Kamen. All good citizens, good
classmates!
By the time the summer issue of the Alumnus
comes out, some of us will be thinking of UMO and
possibly visiting the campus once again. Meanwhile I
would ask you to take a few moments of your time
to write Ye Olde Editor to give him sumpin’ to write
about. If not we will publish an empty space next
time around. So there!

29 Mary R. McClure
45 Sixth St.
Bangor, Maine 04401
The middle of March and another snowstorm on the
way! A time to think June. 1 have heard from a few
more classmates. Cecil Race, who retired to Tryon,
North Carolina, is still an active golfer and skeet
shooter. George Cunningham, our retired math pro
fessor at UMO, is serving as vice president of the
United States Chess Federation. Sarah Hoos Sterns
lives in Skowhegan where she has been fashion coor
dinator for Sterns Department Stores, Inc. for 51
years. Ruth Daggett Storm is now living in Highland
Beach, Florida. She is a director and program chair
man of the town library board.
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A very interesting letter from Archie Van Smith at
Christmas. He and his wife both had serious heart
problems during 1983, but are now back in good
health and hope to come to reunion. Jessie Ash
worth Miller and husband “Gene” have retired after
47 years of teaching. They are now enjoying travel
ing. This past year included a trip to Hawaii and
two trips on an educational cruise ship to Greece
and Turkey, plus three months at their summer cot
tage in Winter Harbor.

30 Jeanette Roney Pero
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
A letter from our president Ken Haskell informs me
that plans for our reunion in 1985 are progressing.
Harold Inman, George Dodge and "Harold” Lloyd
are planning to attend. More later.
Elmer “Bud” Higgins, Col., USAF Ret., spends
his winters in Ft. Pierce, Florida and his summers at
his cottage in South Casco, on the shores of Big
Sebago Lake. He keeps busy doing odd jobs around
his places and working on several manuscripts. He
didn’t say what he was writing about. Harry Mayers
is wholly retired, but is working on a degree in
philosophy at SUNY, Purchase, New York. He
should get his degree shortly. Royal Raulston says
that he is working every day. He and his wife made
a trip to Florida for a couple of weeks last October.
We are glad to hear that Pauline Dunn is
recuperating from eye surgery. Ruth Taylor Madsen
continues to recover from a stroke suffered last
year. We wish them both good health. Again we re
port the loss of a classmate. Jack Atwood passed
away January 10, 1984. Jack was on the planning
committee for our 50th reunion and had long been
active in communications in the Portland area.

31 Kay Whitcomb Butler
17 Young Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
This column is fun to write because I have news
from class members who answered a note sent to
them recently. But first a wedding announcement
(can’t remember when we had the last one). Ethel
Saunders is now Mrs. Ernest L. Percival ’33, ad
dress 6 Oak Street, Bucksport, Maine 04416. Best
wishes to you both.
“Wally” Harwood writes: “Sylvia and I did
Europe again last summer, visiting London, Brus
sels, Cologne, Lucerne, Venice, Rome and Paris. In
Venice 1 visited some of the spots I played in 1931
and 1933 with my dance band, “The Maine
Troubadors.”
From Kay Jackson Adkins. Kay, with her hus
band John, live at 205 Quail Hollow, Martingham,
just beyond the village of St. Michaels, Maryland, a
delightful area surrounded by water. They bowl,
play golf, do volunteer work for Red Cross and
Easton Memorial Hospital. Kay adds that they
would be glad to hear from any UMO people in the
area.
Roger L. Annis, with his wife, former Peggy
Sawyer of Old Town, of 52 years live in a condo
minium complex called “Flintlock Village,” in
Wells. A chemical engineer he developed processes
for manufacturing chemicals. They have traveled ex
tensively throughout eastern United States. Now
they enjoy the beaches and seashore, also golf,
bowling, and he has hooked many rugs. Roger adds
that he is sorry he has not kept in touch with his
classmates. Well it is not too late for our Alumni
Weekend in June or Homecoming in the fall.
A “Thumb-nail Sketch” signed Gloria Wadleigh
Brigham, sounds as she did 50 plus years ago. Listen
to this and grow young again. “Taught school in
Old Town, married Austin Brigham, moved to Hart
ford and worked 25 years in the Federal Budget Of
fice. Retired and moved to Florida in 1972.” Their
address is 8649 44th Ave., N. St. Petersburg, Florida
33709. They celebrated their 50th wedding anniver
sary last December. Present activities: council mem
ber of Park Social Club, treasurer of Shuffle Board
Club, plays golf three times a week, rides a bicycle
five miles each day with the Bicycle Club and does a
lot of knitting, crocheting and needlepoint. She has

toured eight countries in Europe, been to several
Caribbean islands three times, Mexico City, Aca
pulco and twice to Hawaii. At UMO meetings she
has met Evelyn Fox Thibodeau and Sam and Ethel
Sezak. May make our 55th reunion.
Paul Bennet writes: “My wife and I did enjoy the
50th and plan to be back for our 55th. Right now 1
am keeping two woodfires going, feeding birds and
getting ready to go to Costa Rica to visit a grand
daughter, UMO and UMF 1983. We will cruise the
Maine coast all summer. This will make our 17th
year to Matinicus, Isle au Haute and Cutler.” The
Bennets’ home is in Freeport 04032.
Concerning our 1931 Scholarship Fund, the
money is there, but our descendants must file an ap
plication form from the student aid office naming
their 1931 relative.
Just keep those letters coming. It is wonderful to
hear such good news from classmates.

32 Linwood S. Elliott
85 Leighton Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Not much news this time. 1 had a letter from Angela
with the news that Rusty Rumazza married Mrs.
Doris “Dolly” Dunphy Bassett ’31, and they then
took off for Largo, Florida and will return to
Dover, New Hampshire where they were married.
Angela also wished us a warm house and good food
for the cold winter days. As 1 wnte this on March 5,
it snows, sleets and rains, so her letter hit the situa
tion on the head. As for good food 1 just had my
umptieth slice of squash pie from squash grown in
my garden last summer.
A note from the alumni center that Dr. Robert
Feeley described meeting Lovell and Geraldine
Shean Chase of Pasadena, California and Alden
Denaco and Clayton Lothrop of Brewer.
Called Helen Lester for news and she said Donald
and she were going on a trip to Acapulco. Alumni
center also informed me that four part-time mem
bers of the class had departed this world: John Ed
win March, George Edward Wadsworth, Pearley Ar
thur French and Burrill Dexter Snell. Obituaries of
those who did not complete four years no longer ap
pear in the Alumnus Death Section.
Some more sad news: Win Robbins lost his good
wife Louise Hill ’33. Also Edith Ness reported that
Florence Marion “Chip” Lewis, Tri-Delt, departed
this world in Florida at age 72.
I

33 Marj Moulton Murphy
RFD #1, Box 370
Gorham, Maine 04038
It was an unexpected pleasure to pick up the
December issue of Maine Today and find a very
good story about “Art” Forestall! It was entitled
“Recollections of a Maine Businessman” and de
tailed Art’s career from his graduation into the de
pression. It spoke of the “dismal ’30s.” I’m sure
none of us felt that way at the time—we did any
thing—with gusto!
The January 8 Maine Sunday Telegram carried a
feature article by Frank Sleeper about Charles
Brown and his associate in their efforts to bring a
high technology spin-off of Dielectric to Maine. It
mentioned that 32 years ago Charles had difficulty
in moving Dielectric Communications, Inc. to Maine
from New Jersey. Charles, now semi-retired, lives in
Raymond.
Start planning for our annual luncheon in June.
Remember we voted to continue (he “mini” re
unions!
Now it is with much sorrow that I note these
deaths: Martha Hartshorn Jameson, Oct. 29, 1983;
Clayton M. Carrie, Dec. 21, 1983; Louise Hill Rob
bins, Dec. 26, 1983; Bob Ingraham, March 2, 1984.
We extend our sympathy to members of the fam
ilies. We treasure the years of friendship we have
had.

34 Fern Alien Turbyne (Mrs. John J.)
70 Boston Avenue
Winslow, Maine 04901

37 Emery N. Wescott
16 Alderbrook Road
Andover, Massachusetts 01810

At Crown House in March at the Sarasota Alumni
Luncheon, eight members of the class were intro
duced Ken Barker, Millie Manes Berdeen, Charles

As I try to visualize this column 1 feel like the old
gal in the TV ad—“where’s the beeP” Would that
there were a “hamburger helper” for class secre
taries'
We spent Christmas with Gerry, Debbie and Sam
in sunny Norfolk, Virginia and 1 haven’t been so
cold since walking back to campus after the movies
one winter night in 1933 34 But it was worth it to
watch 18-month old Sam enjoy the day—and he cer
tainly did We also had a three-quarter family re
union as the other Andover branch stopped tor
breakfast on their way to the west coast via the
southern route
Thanks to Audrey Bishop Thibodeau and her col
lection of Christmas correspondence 1 have a few
names to drop Barbara Lancaster Raymond has
moved into a senior citizens’ complex in Westbrook
Gertrude Titcomb Dawson and Al are spending the
cold season in a condo beside a golf course in
Naples, Florida Thev have my deepest envy
Ruby Black Mliott needed two cards to run down
her activities Whenever her familv needs a hand she
is there and with grandchild number eight due she’s
probably there now The lady she lives with broke
her hip last summer and that, no doubt, filled in
some idle time Daughter Betsy evidently takes after
Ruby She and her husband have started a new ca
reer of making a home lor retarded adults Ruby
spent a month in Florida enjoying a family reunion
with her three sisters and their spouses Her brother
in-law, Don Favor ’34, hadn’t been too well, but she
says it was happy time for all As a long-time hero
worshipper, 1 sure hope Don is back in good health,
his is the first name I recall when 1 think of Deering
High athletes especially those who did everything
superbly
Reading and reporting on other folks’ Christmas
messages makes me feel like an eavesdropper, but it
also makes me feel good to have known people like
Rubv and some of her family once upon a time Be
sides, without them this would be the shortest col
umn ever
Bob Ohler wrote a while back to ask whether
anvbody is doing anything about our class gift for
the 1987 reunion I should have sent you an answer,
Bob, but thought it would be more impressive to list
again the members of the reunion committee in the
order of their volunteering They are Robert L
Ohler. Box 58, Winthrop, Maine 04364, Hope Wing
Weston, Chase Road, East Winthrop, Maine 04343,
Norman D. Carlisle, 26 Bruce Road, Bangor, Maine
04401, Albert S. Landers, 49 Pine Street, Ellsworth.
Maine 04605 Our president is George Hitchings, 3
Hall Mile Road, Darien, Connecticut 06820 If any
one has any ideas on making ours the best class gift
ever please let these folks know 1 would like to be
copied in too, especially if you include news—1 still
have twelve columns to write
Finally, our condolences to Mrs Harry L. Crab
tree, Jr. in Ellsworth, Maine on her husband’s death
last December Harry was a member of our class
from '33 to ’35 and of S A E

Prmn, Bob and Madelene Bunker Russ, Claire
Sanders and Irving Smith.
We note with sadness the deaths of those who
were with our class Peter Anderson and Vincent

Jarret.
Our 50th anniversary has passed and what a mem
orable weekend it was’ Now we look ahead to manv
reunions as members of Senior Alumni

35 Virginia Trundy Stone
Saturday Cove, RFD #1, Box 935
Belfast, Maine 04915
Florence Kaminskv Lieberman is still working as
special services dietitian at Eastern Maine Medical
Center in Bangor John Willes retired in 1980 and
writes that alter thirty years as editor in New York
City he is enjoying the wide open countrs m Van
couver, Washington Alice Sisco Nord keeps busy
with volunteer work in Tequesta, Florida and con
tinues to do a lot of traveling

36 Robert A Burns
P O Box 1125
East Dennis, Massachusetts 02641
With this issue of the Maine Alumnus a new secre
tary takes over the Class Notes (Bet vou never no
ticed ) 1 couldn’t undertake this assignment, how
ever, without first saluting and thanking Dot Smith,
on behalf of us all, for two veoman tours of dutv as
our Class Secretary Well done Dorothv And now
let us begin
A note from the globe-trotting Hope and Pete
Weston. “Hope and I spent three weeks in New
Zealand and Australia last November New Zealand
was just as lovely as we had imagined Flew over
Tasman Glacier and landed right on the glacier It
was an unforgettable experience ’ I would think so
And from Canberra, Australia comes word of the
death of I adv Bettina Brown Gorton, wife of the
former Australian Prime Minister, Sr John Gorton
Besides her husband. Lady Gorton leases a daughtci
and two sons We extend our deepest sympathy to
them, and to Carolyn Currier 1 ombardi, our thanks
for the obituary Condolences also to the family of
Philip S. Weber of San Antonio, Texas and
Saunderstown Rhode Island, who died this lanuary,
and to Minor Hinman, sister of Louise M Robbins
’33 of Farmingdale
Dorothv and Temple Smith have announced the
marriage of their daughter, Martha Lynn Smith ’73
last November to David Lattimer, a graduate of
Syracuse University Martha has hei M A from
Arizona Slate University and teaches Special Educa
tion in Portland Alice Burns, daughter of Alice and
Boh Burns has been made an assistant vice-president
of Citibank, New York
And from the alumni office Darrel F. Currie has
moved from Belmont, Massachusetts to South Yar
mouth (24 Deacon St ), Massachusetts 02744
Winter home 3401 Gandy Blvd -L238, Linellas
Park, Florida 33565 We arc practically neighbors
“in season’’ on the Cape, Darrel How about get
ting together this summer9 Ran into Ann Eliason
Clarke in “downtown” East Dennis, looking like
the usual million Ann and Dick were off to Florida
for the month of March Promised me some news
items upon her return to the Cape
And that’s a good promise lor all of you to make
Send news of your travels, your family, and class
mates you have seen or heard from Because il you
don’t, how will we know’
Another summer to enjoy, another Homecoming
to look forward to in October, and start planning
for now (it ain’t that fur off, y’know, dear hearts)

39 Polly Davee Hitchings
3 Half Mile Road
Darien, Connecticut 06820
As of March 1 Spike Leonard announced that 41 of
our classmates made plans to come to our 45th The
reunion committee of Dana Drew, Chairman, Barb

Barker, Bob Bramhall, Polly Hitchings, Helen Philbrook and Spike worked hard writing, phoning and
meeting We heard from members who live in 14
slates, and most of them say, ‘I am ietired and en
joying it Our kids are grown, married and we plan
to or have traveled ” Cela
Congratulations to Pappy Bradford’s wife Wilma
who received the Norbert X Dowd Highest Achieve
ment Award for volunteer service She is a ’39er bv
osmosis The award is the highest given by the
Bangor Chamber of Commerce
Our sympathies to the family of Julie Moynihan
Awe. She was a retired lieutenant colonel at Ran
dolph AFB at San Antonio, Texas

This was our only 45th leunion. I hope you didn’t
miss it!

40 Alice Ann Donovan Poeppelmeier
650 Sibley Forest Drive
Marietta, Georgia 30067
Not as much mail as 1 had hoped to gather for this
column But hope springs eternal and spring is com
ing' Priscilla Nelson wrote that she had looked up
Lib Mulholland last summer in Lubec Lib had just
retired from the English department of the high
school there Hope to see you at our next reunion,
Lib' And let’s think about that, dear classmates
Only one year away Not too soon to be marking
your calendars If you are like we are, planning is
done many months in advance Priscilla and Harry
are looking forward to their summer in Maine and
have the welcome mat out at Long Island for any
who can take the boat our of Portland
Betty Libby Stallard wrote that she and Elbert
celebrated their 40th anniversary in ’83 So did we.
The Stallards went to Mexico in the spring and to
Portugal and Madeira in the fall Jane Holmes
Kinsley and Roy visited the Stallards during the
summer The Stallards’ daughter, Jane, is in a pro
gram at Washington University in St Louis to
become a pediatric practitioner Another daughter,
Robin, and her family live in Fort Wayne, Indiana
Peg Peaslee Danforth sent me a clipping from the
Manchester, New Hampshire paper which told of a
testimonial dinner planned in February for Judge
William W. Treat. Bill retired as judge of probate as
well as chairman of the New Hampshire Judicial
Council after a long and distinguished career
Had a nice five day visit from my brother Jim
Donovan ’48 when he was in Atlanta for the Acad
emy of Orthopedic Surgeons’ meeting early in Feb
ruary Jim is interested m sports medicine and is a
member of the Sports Medicine Academy He prac
tices in Hartford, Connecticut Peggy Hauck Ladd
and husband, Ted ’39, spent some time at Seabrook
Island off the coast of South Carolina before return
ing to Maine to prepare for the May 27 wedding of
their daughter, Anne Peggy’s dad. Dr Hauck, re
cently celebrated his 91st birthday in Camden What
a wonderful guy'
On June 11, 1983, Dorothy, a widow of four years
and Emil F. Hawes, a widower of 10 years, became
one in accordance with God’s Holy ordinance of
marriage An instant family, consisting of six chil
dren with spouses and a total of 13 grandchildren,
came into being The bride and groom have been
granted a beautiful honeymoon and will remain on
the same so long as they are permitted to live
Vin and 1 looked forward to a trip to Spain and
Germany in April We hated to miss the dogwood
and azaleas in Atlanta which we have come to love,
but we love our travels also How about some cards
from your travels with a note

41 Elizabeth Peaslee Cain
25314 Oak Drive
Damascus, Maryland 20872
Two more of our class members are finding Florida
a great place to be in the winter time Rocky Berry,
our president is now retired and spends November
thru April in Florida His address is Woodland
Lakes #44, Hwy 17 & 92W, Haines City 33844 In
place of business and town affairs, he keeps busy as
ever at woodworking, golf, fishing, and being
around (heir grandchildren, and is currently presi
dent of their local church Rocky expects 1986 to
loom large on the horizon for ’41ers. Ginnie Jewett
Muzroll and Larry ’42 have found Bradenton,
Florida a lovely place to spend the winter months
Their address is 339 Avocado St Plantation Vlg
33507 They see many familiar faces at the UMO
alumni meetings and enjoy the services and cultural
activities They see Ruth Tnckey Parker ’40 and
Bob often as they live a short distance away Larry
is teaching algebra five days a week in the mornings
at an Episcopal school
Dick “Shifts” Chase retired in January of ’83
alter 35 yeais with various oil companies in opera
tions and engineering Mary ’43 is still pursuing her
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professional career as librarian in SAD #15 in GrayGloucester area. Their son, Don '66, is manager of
salespengineering with IBM in Portland and lives in
Gray with his wife, Diane Dorr ’65 and two chil
dren. Daughter Leslie lives in Plympton, Massachu
setts with her family. Daughter Nancy lives in
Portland with her family.
Our deepest sympathy to the family of Eleanor
Dougherty Mesrobian. Eleanor died of cancer in the
fall.

42 Marion Libby Broaddus
40 Oakland Avenue
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Our class extends sympathy to the families of
Charles S. Benjamin, Jr. and Spaulding M. Tukey.
We are always saddened whenever we lose class
members.
President Dottie Erikson has added another honor
for her service to the university and alumni when
she received the Block M Award at Homecoming in
October. Bette Barker Taverner has been elected to
the national AO11 Scholarship Board of Trustees.
Sam and I recently returned from a wonderful trip
to New Zealand and a visit with our son, Sam, and
his wife. While flying to Hong Kong 1 was thrilled
to hear the “Stein Song” on the radio. I wanted to
announce to the whole plane, “Stand up. That is
my alma mater.”
How many of you remember our FreshmenParents’ Day, October 22, 1938? 1 found a
November 1938 copy of The Maine Alumnus in a
box of memories. Mr. Frank Barrows spoke to us
on behalf of the fathers. Governor Lewis O. Bar
rows ’16 spoke both as a parent and as the chief ex
ecutive of the State of Maine. My mother, Aileene
Hobart Libby ’14, spoke for the mothers. Excerpts
from her speech were reprinted in that issue and 1
would like to share some of them with you.
“It is a good thing for a girl to be a freshman
again, last year she was a senior looked up to and
admired by a younger group of brothers and sisters
and friends; she was waited on and showered with
gifts and attention. If you remember back that far,
there never was, nor has been since, a time when
you knew as much as when you were a high school
senior, so she comes to you full of confidence and
assurance and not a little cocky. We want you to
squelch the cockiness but not the confidence and
assurance; temper it if you must but leave with her
the confidence that she can and will do the things
she should.
“Teach her to be tolerant; tolerant of the God
given beauty of others without being jealous; toler
ant of the misfortunes and shortcomings of others
without being superior; tolerant of the opinions of
others for we are all guilty of making too many snap
judgements.
“Teach her to work. Probably no other thing has
added to our unpopularity as mothers as has the
household chores we have insisted on having done.
But teach her to work for what she learns and en
joys; never will this country be safe nor happy until
people again learn to work and want to work. Teach
her to adjust herself to circumstances and conditions
that arise so that she will find much joy; so that she
can take the bitter with the sweet and play the game
as truly and as squarely as your varsity team. Teach
her to rest—the hurry and rush of today are sapping
the strength and beauty from our lives. Teach her to
take time to think, to read and to dream and in this
way to acquire a calmness of thought and purpose.
“So in 1942 send us back our girl child; make her
as modern as a new hat, but when you award her a
degree be sure that there is indelibly stamped on her
heart and mind the courage, the kindliness, and the
serenity of the pioneer women of our country.”
That was 1938! How appropriate those remarks
still are today.

43 Betty Bearce Harrison
86 Grant Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
By the time you read this, summer isn’t far away.
Mollie Tarr Janney and husband, Doug, took a tour
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of nine countries last fall traveling over 3500 miles
on the continent and England. Mollie has settled
back into her job as head sales person for Olan
Mills Studio in Oak Ridge, Tennessee where they
live. They have three sons, three daughters and five
grandchildren. We saw a lot of Cliff and Charlotte
Gifford Sinnett when we were in Puerto Rico for a
month last winter. It was great to get away for a
while. They live in Portland where Cliff is in the in
vestment business. Charlotte is parliamentarian for
the Garden Club Federation of Maine and is an avid
bird watcher having been with the Audubon Society
in Portland. They have three sons and four grand
children.
Earl Langley has retired as vocational rehabilita
tion counselor for the State of Maine, he and his
wife, Ethelyn, live in Presque Isle. They have one
daughter, Cheryl (UMPI ’73) and three sons: Don
ald ’71, Wayne '78 and Glenn who also attended
UMO. Henry “Bud” Leonard is manager al Boro
Buses Co. in Allentown, Pennsylvania. He collects
and restores antique buses. He was a daughter and a
son. Talbot and Dorothy Ouellette Crane live in
Wilmington, Delaware where Dottie is a teacher and
school psychometrist at the Tower Hill School. Icky
took early retirement as credit account manager at
E.l. du Pont de Nemours and Co. He is treasurer of
the Episcopal Diocese of Delaware. They have three
daughters, a son and three grandchildren.
Clifford and Patricia Ramsdell West reside in
Winthrop. Cliff works for UMA after having retired
from 27 years in the U.S. Marines. Pat does volun
teer work at church, the Salvation Army and UMA.
They have four daughters. Wendell Stickney retired
as design engineer at the Bar-Way Manufacturing
Co. in Stamford, Connecticut where he lives. His
daughter, April ’75, and son, Bristol ’76 are UMO
graduates. Wendell says, “the University of Maine
has been, and always will be a very important part
of my life.” Anne Dowling Mawhinney and hus
band Eugene ’47 live in Orono. He teaches at UMO
and Anne has taught high school and at UMO and
spends her spare time doing volunteer work. During
the summer they visit with Don and Olive Taverner,
Lawrence and Patricia Cooper Perry ’44 and Ed
ward and Barbara Leadbetter Lincoln. Barbara has
been a lab technician and has just retired as a
teacher in the Bristol, Maine school system.
Lois White Saunders is executive vice president
and treasurer of the Saunders Manufacturing Co.,
Inc. of Winthrop. Lois’ husband Joseph and his
father started the company which manufactures
holders for business forms. Their son Harry is the
chief operating officer. Their daughter Peggy
operates a clothing store in Augusta. They have two
grandchildren. Recently at a trade show and banquet
at the Augusta Civic Center their company was
chosen business of the year. Lois and Joe spend
time at Hilton Head where they enjoy playing ten
nis. Jean Mack Johnson and husband Kenneth ’44
have returned to Maine from California. He has re
tired as an insurance underwriter. They plan to build
a home at Hancock Point. Their two daughters re
side in California and their son lives in New Jersey.
They have six grandchildren.
Before Berneice Thompson became head librarian
at Husson College in Bangor, she taught home eco
nomics and was librarian at Brewer H.S. Thomas
and Janet Bartlett Easton live in Oakland. Janet is a
nurse and has worked at the Mid Maine Medical
Center and Colby College, both in Waterville. Tom
is a biology professor at Colby. They enjoy fishing
and gardening. They have four sons.
Hope you all have a great summer. Drop me a
line and let me know about your family and ac
tivities.

44 Doris Kilburn Spach
RR1, Box 168
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
It’s strange to think, as I write on a snowy March
day, that you’ll be reading this in June, a week or so
after our 40th Reunion. For those of you who were
not there to get the news firsthand, here goes.
A wonderful long letter from Burt Bates indicates
he and his family now live in Illinois where he is

principal engineer in the research labs for Container
Corp, of America. The Bateses have five children,
including two Korean daughters, adopted at ages
one and one and a half. During ten of the 24 years
they lived in the Philadelphia area, Burt and is wife
spent a greaf deal of time raising money for aban
doned Asian orphans in Vietnam, Korea and India.
Burt still has lies in Maine, coming back to visit
friends and relatives. A postcard from Arietta
Thorpe Rice and Ken, sent in February from Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina reported that while in Vir
ginia, they had lunch with Suzy Randall Bacas.
Arietta also spoke by phone with Sal Hopkins Par
sons and saw Curt and Rena Ashman McClellan,
who live year-round in Myrtle Beach.
From the Alumni Office: “No news except good
news. Same job, same family—only increased by 11
grandchildren and seven new sons or daughters with
prospects of more weddings in the near future.
We’re living in Farmington this winter and are hop
ing for a lot of snow so we can enjoy the skiing.”
Richard and Margaret Chase Morrill.
“1 am very busy as Director of Men’s Services at
the Saginaw, Michigan Rescue Mission.” Philip T.
MacGowan.
“Lawrence ’51 is professor of history at SUNY,
Binghamton, New York; Bette is assistant professor
of accounting, Ithaca College, New York. Connie
’82 spent six months with the New Jersey Shake
speare Festival in Madison and did madrigal singing
throughout her stay. Liz graduates from McGill
University next spring and Tom is a junior in high
school.” Lawrence '51 and Bette Taylor Evans.
In February Bill and 1 spent a pleasant winter
weekend at Moosehead Lake. On the way home 1
phoned Steve Jacobs and learned he and Isabelle
Ansell ’45 have both retired from teaching and are
living on Lakeshore Drive, Dexter. In February we
were surprised and pleased to see Al and EdieAnn
Young ’48 Hutchinson at a Maine Audubon Society
program in Falmouth. They have also retired from
teaching and are still living in Danvers, Massachu
setts. With daughters here in Maine they come up
frequently.
My September column should be full of news
from Reunion ’44. If you didn’t get to Orono in
June, how about a postcard?

45 Babs Haines Pancoast
260 Edgebrook Drive
Centerville, Ohio 45459
Russ ’44 and Barb Bodwell are as busy as ever with
their commuting trips to Maine. Russ is still serving
on the Development Council and Barb is on the
Alumni Council. The Salvation Army continues to
be Barb’s major volunteer activity, with New En
gland Women and their church filling any spare
time.
Al Smaha, president of Century 21 Columbia,
once more won Gold Club designation in the com
pany, meaning that his office was one of the 21
most productive in the New England area for the
third quarter of 1983. Congrats! And best wishes to
Howard '44 and Phyllis White Bartlett in their
retirement. Howard is professor emeritus, agricul
tural engineering at Penn State University.
Another retiree is Bob Miller, who completed 38
years of national service (34 with the State Dept.,
serving in embassies in Rome and Mexico City as his
last two foreign assignments). Bob is now working
as the director general’s representative of multi
national force and observers in Israel.
Bob and I had a very enjoyable evening one Sun
day in January when Mai and Linda Colby came to
dinner. Mai had called me after 1 mentioned his
Dayton activities in a column last fall. As a result
we heard a lot of exciting tales of their travels in
various parts of Europe. One of the best was the re
turn trip to Steyr, Austria (sister city of Kettering,
Ohio, where Linda worked for the city) and their
long chat with the mayor—while a cabinet member
of one of the communist countries waited in the
wings for his appointment. Mai and Linda now are
planning a second retirement, this time to Florida.
Please do drop a line to me about the events in your
life so we can vary the column coverage.

46 Jo Greenwood Franz
RFD 1, Box 1904
Hampden, Maine 04444
A picture of Ella Page Cobb smiled up at me when 1
opened clippings from the alumni office recently
According to the Danvers Herald feature Ella is
really enjoying her job as circulation director of the
Peabody Institute Library, a position she has held
for 11 years She and her husband Ken, a computer
specialist with General Electric who started out with
our class and graduated in ’49, have lived in Dan
vers, Massachusetts for 30 years They have two
grown children—Kenneth, who has a management
position with a lumber company in Windham, and
Billy, now finishing his senior year at Harvard
Dr Wilfred A. Cote is back in the news as the
author of a new publication, Biomass Utilization, a
collection of 40 technical papers he edited He is
director of the Renewable Materials Institute and the
Center for Ultrastructure Studies at the State Uni
versity College of Environmental Science and For
estry in Syracuse, New York
It is sad to report the deaths of two of our class
mates—John Clement and the Rev Charles Hass,
and a print shop friend of long ago, Hadley Rob
bins Our sympathy to their families

47 Barbara Mills Browne
15 Somerset Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Sadly 1 write the ’47 column this time II was with
shock and almost disbelief that 1 learned of the
death of my friend Gerrv Small (Geraldine K) on
February 11 m New York City Gerry was fatally
stabbed outside her second-floor apartment in a
middleclass section of New York A neighbor called
the 58-year-old woman very solicitous and a beauti
ful person ’ She is survived by an aunt in Guilford,
Maine While at UMO, Gerrv, an All Maine Woman,
was active on the Maine Campus and Prism staffs
Upon graduation she worked in Maine on the Lew
iston Sun Journal and the Bangor Daily News, and
in New York on Time magazine and Newsday 1 am
sure that many of us have memories of this colorful
woman and will share my sorrow at her passing
Morgan E. Kendrick writes of the passing of his
wife, Elaine, on September 21, 1983 A graduate of
Castine Normal School and UMO ’69, she had
taught in Bar Harbor, Bangor, Veazie, Millinocket
and for the past nine years, in South Portland Our
sympathies go out to you, Morgan
Here is some good news On Januarv 1, Clifford
P. Tinkham started a new job as acting school
superintendent of SAD 75 Cliff retired as Bath
superintendent in 1978 after 14 years with that
school system Previously he had been superinten
dent in Bar Harbor for five years Evidently ’47ers
lead very active “retirements ”
A rendezvous with Joyce Marsh Alenskis, and hus
band Al during their February stopover in Bangor
provided a much needed bright note Alter their so
journ in Yugoslavia and the Philippines, where Al
worked for Westinghouse, the couple was looking
forward to returning home to Pocatello, Idaho for
some much anticipated hunting and fishing Joyce is
known as the Annie Oakley of Pocatello, having
bagged a deer before leaving lor Europe Do write'

48 Gloria Mackenzie Ferland
48 Cottage Road
Millinocket, Maine 04462
Summer is here and time again to catch up on what
is happening to ’48ers these days 1 am most grateful
to those who have sent updates My cup runneth
over and so does this column—many thanks' I’m
happy to report that we have two authors among us.
I’ve just had the pleasure of reading Philip Turner’s
Affie, a story about the people who were the
Aroostook Federation of Farmers It’s a delightful
tale told with humor and sensitivity by the people
who made it Copies can be purchased by writing to
Phil, P O. Box 212, Caribou, Maine 04736 Florence
Greenleaf, 14 Springfield Road, Westfield, Massa
chusetts 01085, who is a physical education teacher

at the High School of Commerce in Springfield has
recently written The Game of Candlepin Bowling
This 400-page all-inclusive book of history and in
struction is the first book ever on the sport and in
volved 20 years of in-depth research Any bowlers
out there who wish to purchase a copy may do so
by writing Florence
Condolences we extend our heartfelt sympathy to
Manon Young Meyer, 1000 Tarpon Woods Blvd
#202, Palm Harbor, Florida 33563, who lost her
husband, Al ’49, in January
News from retirees we have news of Dr Wayne
Porter, superintendent of schools in East Long
meadow, Massachusetts, who retired recently after
37 years in education He recalls that his teaching
career started in a one-room schoolhouse featuring a
potbelly stove, no running water and an outhouse
attached to the rear of the school Thirty-three years
and eight schools later found him superintendent of
schools in East Longmeadow Charles Furbish, RFD
1, Box 102, Topsham 04086, has retired after 33
years as a professional engineer with the federal
government We’ve just learned that Alge Vaitones,
21 Haskell Street, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930,
retired from teaching in 1979, having been head of
the business department in Gloucester and presently
keeping busy with hospital and church volunteer
work
Martha Bond Thompkins, East Pond Rd , Jeffer
son, RFD #1, Box 160A, Waldoboro 04572, writes
she and her husband have returned to Maine, after
living in Washington, D C since 1948, and have
built a house in lefferson, across the road from
where she was born Two daughters, both graduates
from UMO, live nearby Three sons are still in the
Washington area She remarks, “It’s some good to
be back in Maine to stay'*’
Assorted news from classmates Jessie Cowie
Ramsay, 133 Poland St , Waynesboro, Virginia
22980, writes that husband. Bill ’50, who has worked
for Westinghouse and McQuay for 30 years, is being
transferred to Minneapolis Having lived in Jackson
ville, Florida before moving to Waynesboro, Jessie is
not looking forward to a cold climate We. in
Maine, can relate to that feeling, can’t we' Richard
Lotts, Cabot Farm, Salem, Massachusetts 01970,
writes that he is now with distribution at Industrial
Aluminum in Waitham A busy family includes
wile, Dorothy, a medical technologist, daughter
Linda, director of broadcasting school in Los
Angeles, and son. Marc, a 2nd maritime engineer
with Texaco His plans for retirement, when the
time comes, include a camp in Freedom, New
Hampshire and a condo in a warm climate for the
winter
Evelyn Ashbv Petrelli, 120 Chapin Street, South
bridge, Massachusetts 01550, is a librarian at the
Southbridge Public Library She’s enjoying her four
grandsons and the interesting hobby of refunding,
which netted her a gain of more than $1,100 last
year'
If you have received an update sheet from me and
haven’t returned it yet, remember there,s no penalty
for late delivery' Keep the news coming and enjoy a
pleasant, sunny, “newsy’’ summer

49 Ramona McLaughlin Dentremont
46 Cedar Street
East Millinocket, Maine 04430
Donald F. Collins, president of S W Collins Co of
Caribou, has been elected a director of the North
eastern Retail Lumberman’s Association at its 90th
convention held in Boston Collins is a former presi
dent and is now director of the Retail Dealer’s
Association of Maine, past president of the Maine
State Chamber of Commerce and a director of the
Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co
Harold B. Goldberg of Framingham, Massachu
setts has been promoted to associate technical di
rector of the Aerospace Corp in Bedford, Massa
chusetts He will assist in managing the company’s
activities in surveillance systems for defense against
satellites, aircraft and missiles Goldberg has been
with MITRE for 20 years He has held positions in
emgneermg at Laboratory for Electronics in Boston
and was an electronic engineer for the USAF.
Earl L. Mullen has been named executive vice

president of Merrill Bankshares Co Mullen is presi
dent and a director of Federal Trust Company in
Waterville where he will continue to be in charge
Ronald E. Stewart has become Saco’s chief ad
ministrator His career in public administration in
cludes positions m Madawaska, Brewer, Westbrook
and as city manager of South Portland
John Ballou, of Bangor, who is a lawyer, was
elected to the Maine Civil Liberties Union board of
directors after the annual meeting at Bowdoin Col
lege Joseph Henrv “Hank” Cameron of Bangor, a
Houlton native, was honored by having the Garland
Street athletic field renamed the J Henry Cameron
Stadium. He retired after 26 years as principal of
Garland Street Junior High with over 37 vears in the
Bangor schools He spent hundreds of Friday eve
nings and Saturday afternoons officiating high
school football games It has been the home field of
the Bangor football teams for 38 years
Bob Haraden, Glacier National Park superinten
dent, was presented with the Department of the In
terior’s second highest honor at the Rocky Moun
tain Regional Superintendent’s Conference at Moab,
Utah in recognition of exceptional contributions in
the field of park management Calvin “Trug” Stin
son is the treasurer and third generation family
member of the premier sardine family in Prospect
Harbor The Stinson Canning Co is one of 14 sar
dine plants left of the 52 sardine companies lining
the Maine coast in the early 1900s Up to 1200
seasonal employees depend on the Stinsons

50 Ruth Holland Walsh (Mrs. William M.)
4 Sloop Lane
Mystic, Connecticut 06355
Our Prexy Bill Bodweil urges us all to begin making
plans for a gala 35th (can you believe it') reunion in
just one year Come and we’ll all compare notes on
our activities as well as our beautiful grandchildren!
Newell Emery (9224 Twilight Lane, S W Tacoma,
Washington 98498) wrote that he is a salesman for
Thiokol/Ventron Division, selling sodium barohydnde to newspaper mills in British Columbia, Wash
ington and Oregon He and wife, Pat, thoroughly
enjoy living in the great Northwest and do a good
bit of backpacking, tennis playing and gardening.
They get back to Maine each year. We’ll be looking
for you in Orono next year' Shirley Stedman Whitte
more is assistant vice president of Depositors Trust
in Skowhegan She is active in the Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Club there
Henry Saunders is president of Saunders Brothers
woodworking mill in Westbrook, and is a member
of the Westbrook Renewal Authority for the down
town business district, as well as the Marine Land
Use Regulation Commission He and wife, Marjorie,
live at 150 Marrett Street, Westbrook 04092. Stanlev
Bixby (RFD 2, Box 183, Auburn 04210) retired re
cently after 15 years with Central Maine Power Co
He has been very active in his community and is ad
visor for an Explorer Post sponsored by CMP Wal
ter Bisset, who recently retired after 31 years as a
lieutenant for the Maine Department of Inland Fish
eries and Wildlife, has joined the sales staff of the
Knowles Company, a real estate and insurance firm
in Ellsworth
Carl Hill (Lakeside Road, New London, New
Hampshire 03257) received the 1st annual Preston
Eames Award for outstanding contributions to soc
cer in New Hampshire Carl, who has been called
the Dean of New Hampshire soccer coaches, has led
his team to 23 straight tournaments Congratulations
to Julian Turner (P O Box 794, Presque Isle 04769)
who was renominated as a district judge by the state
legislature He serves courts in Presque Isle and
Houlton Carlton McGary has been named chief ex
ecutive officer of Depositors Trust Corp The article
1 read noted that Carlton started on the bottom
rung of the banking ladder m 1951 when he filed
checks and worked his way up until he became pres
ident of Depositors Trust in 1974 He will lead the
organization as it becomes an integral part of Key
Banks in Maine Maggie Mollison McIntosh (Box
476 York Harbor 03911) wrote that she is a realtor,
selling houses in the York area Don has retired
from the Navy Yard and is doing work as a con
sulting engineer.
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51 Pepper Burbank Milbank
37 A Aspinwall Road
Loudonville, New York 12211
Best wishes and congratulations to Ellie Mower
Roakes and John Mains, who were married July
22nd. John is an MIT grad, the father of four girls,
and has an adorable six-year-old grandson. Ellie’s
son Jonathan is doing research for Standard Oil of
Ohio and son David is enrolled in Spartan School of
Aeronautics in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Home for the
Mains is South Paris.
The Irregular from Kingfield recently had an arti
cle on Jay Winter. Jay was in the lumbering
business until 1970, and then became involved in
insurance. He is currently chairman of the Board of
Trustees of Kingfield Savings Bank. A note from
Jasper Bull tells us he owns an insurance and finan
cial service agency in Bangor. A daughter Karen is a
music major at UMO. Son Alan is at Philadelphia
College of Art and sons David and Lawrence are at
tending Old Town High School.
Penny Guptill Higgins writes that she and Tom
’50 are now living in Concord, Massachusetts.
Penny is teaching nursing at Boston College and is
also a doctoral student at B.U. Tom is still director
of learning resources at Middlesex Community Col
lege. Their children are grown and scattered with
Diane ’75 married and teaching home economics in
Augusta, Deborah (USM ’78) a graduate student in
counseling at UVM and Thomas (Lake Forest ’82)
working for Stanley Tool in New Britain, Connec
ticut. Penny and Tom see Winifred Keith Fish and
Dottie Curtis Vose when they are on Mount Desert
Island, and occasionally Mary Rose Carrillo
Chadwell who lives in Florida.
Caryolyn Beckler Becky Doolittle writes of a full
and busy year. Daughter Carrie is a nursing student
at George Mason University. Son Tom and wife
now own their own home in Atlanta and both are in
part-time pursuit of MBA’s. Tom continues to work
for the state as an environmental engineer and Eve
is on the way up the retail ladder. Son Warren con
tinues to show progress. Becky is assisting in the
recruitment of the volunteer team who will create
the nature trail at Warren’s center. Daughter Leslie
has been thoroughly immersed in making application
to colleges for the upcoming year. Becky recently
saw Mamie Moore and Don Barron ’50 at a UMO
dinner, and she also saw Liza Zaitlin Levinski at the
Portland Jetport.
Tom and Elaine Haskell Knowland write from
Charlotte, North Carolina that their children have
been entertaining them royally. Andy is a chef at the
Boca Raton Beach Club in Florida. Elaine is hoping
Andy will cook for their family reunion this sum
mer. Elaine and Tom spent Christmas with their
daughter, son-in-law and three-year-old grand
daughter in Kentucky, joined by Tom, Jr. and Pat.
Tom still travels abroad a great deal, and Elaine is
hoping to go to England, Singapore and North
Africa with him now that the nest is empty.
A note from Marilyn Raymond Boss tells us she
and husband Dick ’50 took their tenth golfing trip
to Bermuda. Son Rick is a cardiologist, son Steve,
an engineer, daughter Kathy, a paper consultant,
son Dave, a med student and daughter Kathy, a col
lege student. Floyd Milbank will be going to
Washington D.C. on business and will visit Nancy
Pike El-Hehiawy and husband Mohamed. Nancy is
a nurse administrator for the Washington D.C.
government and is the mother of two teenage sons.
Loved hearing from all of you and we are looking
forward to more letters and notes.

52 Harriet Johnson Currie
Box 49 Rt. 2 Morris Road
Hockessin, Delaware 19707
This is being written on a snowy day in March,
thinking that it will be a summer’s day when it will
be read!
With thanks to the Alumni Office a few current
news items have come in to share with you. J.
Henry Cyr writes about his work in Africa on a oneyear contract with USAID as a mechanical advisor
on a seedfarm project (Kajordi Basic Food Project).
This is sponsored by A.I.D. and the Burundi
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government in the interior highlands. At present he
is the only white person on the farm site. He says
the reception and continuing welcome he receives is
overwhelming. The principal requirements for the
job were: degree in agricultural engineering, farm
machinery experience and fluency in French. His
contract runs until May 24, 1984.
Col. Lennart N. Nelson retired in September '82
as Deputy Chief of Staff of XVIII Airborne Corps.,
Fort Bragg, North Carolina, after 35 years of
military service. These included the Navy in the sub
marines in the Pacific, 30 years in the Army 82nd
Airborne Division, Special Forces, and the XVIII
Airborne Corps. Another retiree, Jean Boomer
Emerson, after 25 years of teaching, now publishes
an industry paper— Northeast Harness News in (he
New England area. It is specifically about the standardbred race horse.
A Boxford, Massachusetts resident, Delbert
Emery, is vice president of New England Telephone.
In 1983 he served as corporate chairman for its
United Way campaign. He currently heads the
computer and corporate service operations for the
company.
According to notes of ’82 Ralph Martin, of Car
lisle, Massachusetts, is president of Raytheon Service
Company where he has worked for 26 plus years.
He has two sons and one daughter ’75 and one
grandchild. George and Charlotte Hillman Bryant
own the G.E. Bryant Fiberglass business in South
west Harbor, after 20 years with American Can Co.
Charlotte had been teaching elementary school but
now helps out in their business. They have two sons
and one daughter living in Virginia, Nova Scotia,
and New Hampshire.
David Collins, in Kalamazoo, Michigan, has been
a French teacher at Kalamazoo College for more
than 18 years. He still enjoys singing. He has three
sons and two daughters who work at various jobs in
various locations. John McBride was a forester for
St. Regis Paper Company in Libby, Montana for 29
years and is now manager of Governmental Affairs.
He is proud of his son, three daughters and grand
son living in areas ranging from Oregon to Maine.
Robert M. Grover from Troy, New Hampshire is
plant engineer at C.R. Bard, Fitzwilliam. Walter S.
Davis from Salem, New Hampshire is a group leader
for Avco Systems Division in Wilmington,
Massachusetts. He and wife Joyce have three sons
and three daughters. His sons (two of whom are
UMO graduates) are engineers.
William and Adelaide Grant Ruby have managed
to travel to 50 states and 10 countries. Bill is chief
engineer for Brown Boveri Corp. They have one son
and two daughters. Peter Granger of Bridgewater,
New Jersey has worked for Union Carbide Corp, as
chemical engineer and plant manager for 29 plus
years. His six children and nine grandchildren live
along the East coast. He still enjoys painting an
occasional oil, doing local civic and charity work
and even gets in a little golf.

53 Janet Hanna LeBlanc
Box 402
Newport, Maine 04953
Linwood L. “Woody” Carville, associate athletic
director at UMO, has been awarded the 10,000 Mile
Achievement Award through the US Army’s “Run
For Your Life” Program. Woody runs an average of
thirty miles a week and his next goal is the 20,000
mile mark. Keep running, Woody, and prove we
aren’t so old after all!
Betty Barlow Prescott, who owns and operates the
Cedar Haven Mobile Home Park in Holden, writes
that she has a large family of six lovely daughters
and four grandchildren. Robert Ashby of Fort Fair
field is the 1983-84 general chairman for the United
Way Campaign of Aroostook. Robert is a farm con
sultant for the Maine Public Service Company. A
note from R. Keith Whitehouse, Wallingford, Con
necticut tells me he has been with Southern New
England Telephone in New Haven for 27 years. He
and his wife have also raised four children and now
have three grandchildren. Bernard L. Deering and
his wife Addie of Orono celebrated their golden
wedding annivesary this past summer. Congratula
tions!

A letter from Philip E. “Ed” Johnson assures me
that he is now fully recovered from his motorcycle
accident last summer. Remember, he and a deer had
a head-on collision in Texas as he was on his way to
our reunion! He is now back in fine shape and is on
sabbatical'from Pima College in Arizona to write a
book and to do some training and teaching for the
Arizona Department of Corrections. He and his wife
had a marvelous trip to Europe last fall, going not
only to London, Paris, Rome, and Athens, but also
to the Greek Islands. 1 can’t wait to get back to
Europe again, but guess it can’t be this summer.
Too much 1 have to do to the ol’ homestead. More
information on more classmates next issue. Until
then, have a marvelous summer and write.

55 Hilda Sterling
472 Apple Valley Drive
Belford, New Jersey 07718

Ralph Keef ’55 at the helm
Barbara Knox Reed has moved to the coast of
Maine where she is a speech and language clinician
in the Wiscasset and Dresden schools. Her latest
note brought us up to date on John, 24, a Digital
employee in South Carolina, Mark, 22, a Navy
seaman, and Jennifer, 21, a former UMO co-ed and
February bride. Their daughter’s graduation from
the University of Maine, Fort Kent, last spring was a
“button-bustin’” occasion for Dick and Libby Cur
rier Eustis. Debbie graduated magna cum laude. A
master’s degree candidate at the University of Con
necticut, Storrs, she joined in the celebration of her
parents’ 25th wedding anniversary last October.
Laura Wilson Messinger and her children, David
and Sharon, are now Orono residents. We look for
ward to seeing her at our 30th Reunion next June!
Dana Mayhew is Director of Engineering for the
Surveillance Systems Division of Sanders Associates,
Inc., Nashua, New Hampshire, where he has been
employed for 25 years. He and Elaine are the
parents of Carroll, Susan, Steven and Karen. Wed
ding bells rang for Julie Pelc, the oldest daughter of Joe ’58 and Dot Johnston Pelc, last October. It was
the first of five trips down the aisle for the proud
papa!
In their annual newsletter, Ted and Ruth Dow
Durst wrote they were awaiting the January arrival
of their second grandchild. Church activities,
scouting, amateur radio, pack rat sales and explora
tion trips along the northern California coast keep
their lives active and happy. We understand that a
splendid article about Paul Butler appeared in a re
cent edition of the Portland Business Digest. It gave
an account of his 25 years in the wholesale food
business—A.R. Bishop and Son—and the new facil
ity in South Portland he opened two years ago. Jan
Bishop continues to work as a secretary for a
Portland law firm. Their daughter, Julie, 22,
graduated from Bentley College last month while Jill
and Gail, who enter the 10th and 7th grades respec
tively this fail, will enjoy another summer at Camp
Wawenock. Their cousin, Mark, 24, graduated from
UMO last May. His dad, Bill, was the twin who
wore the green jacket (or was it the maroon one?)!

Nova Scotia residents, Ralph and Allison Keef,
can renew Maine friendships more readily now since
their daughter, Cheryl, 20, is a nutrition major at
the Bangor campus, UMO Her brother, Brad, is an
ardent astronomer and computer buff while kid
sister, Pam, enjoys music and tennis On a recent
business trip to Sweden, Ralph hunted the native
elk
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56 Ann Keyo Lounsbury
128 Bennoch Road
Orono, Maine 04473
The mail has been great' Thanks to those who have
written Now let’s hear from you
From Fairhaven, Massachusetts comes word on
Lynwood Harriman’s election as a trustee of the
Fairhaven Savings Bank Lynwood has been supermdendent of schools in Fairhaven for 26 years He
and his wife, Donna, live at 14 Jarvis Ave , 02719
Don Hamilton, 70 Lakeview Dr , South China,
04358, works for the Maine Department of
Transportation as a civil engineer Don’s work in
volves research on the materials and methods of
reconstruction, rehabilitation, and restoring of the
state’s many bridges Interesting work—and for
many reasons we wish him success' Helen Howard
Cromer, 1685 Derby Rd , Birmingham, Michigan
48008, has become a full-time college student again,
working on an M S degree in Human Health Ser
vices As soon as she completes her degree work and
has the rest of her family in college, she hopes to
return to Maine
Another returning graduate is Dr A. Dewey
Richards. Dr Richards has established a new
medical facility in Orono— MedNow Urgent Care—
which features immediate care for ambulatory
patients plus a fairly new concept in medical care
calling for no doctor’s appointment and minimal
waiting time Sounds great for us “locals” and some
overly active Alums during reunion parties' No
names mentioned Harold Hede, 8531 SE Driftwood
St , Hobe Sound, Florida 33455, has been with Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft as an integration manager bet
ween Connecticut Engineering and the Air Force
Harold has two daughters, Kristin, a high school
student and Karen, a student at Stetson College
Job changes or promotions include John Combes
to assistant director of timber management, Nor
thern Region of the Forest Service with headquarters
in Missoula, Montana, Stanley M. Freedman to
managing director-Europe lor McCormick and Co ,
Inc After graduating in dairy technology, Stan got
his M S degree in food technology from M I T and
has been a research biochemist at the University of
Miami in Coral Gables, Florida Stan and his wife,
Marcia, have three children and now live at Parc La
Cadenelle 13008, Marseille, France
After 15 years as an electrical engineer James O.
Ervin and wife, Mona (USM ’72) have returned to
Auburn where James is a teacher in Auburn’s Mid
dle School They have five children Joe, the thud
is currently an electrical engineering major at UMO
Richard M. Knight has retired as director of North
ern Maine Vocational Technical Institute in Presque
Isle, Maine Zane A. Thompson, 99 Warren Ave ,
Boston, Massachusetts 02116, has also retired as a
bank vice president Zane took early retirement
because of arthritis and related medical problems
We all wish him well and hope he will plan to join
us at our next big reunion

57 R. “Jtggs” Cecchtni
4 Heather Lane
East Granby, Connecticut 06026
Paul laigamdes writes from 15 Greenmead Avenue
in Singapore, 1128 that he continues to travel
around the world with stops in Athens, Rome,
Madrid, Tokyo, New York, Mission Viejo, Paris,
Seoul, Rangoon and Los Angeles, to name a few
He states that one form of happiness is
academic and sports champions at the Singapore
American School where daughtei Katerina graduated
as the undisputed No 1, having amassed a perfect
grade point record, honored as class valedictorian
plus'being voted sports girl of the year and given the

most valuable player award m soccer, basketball and
athletics Tasos also graduated with honors lettering
in soccer, basketball, tennis and was selected for the
All-Star basketball team Katerina and Tasos are
freshmen at Ohio State University with older brother
Paul Anthony, now a junior
Paul’s not the only traveler Pat Wade Palmer
moved to Santa Barbara, California with the family
she has worked for They spent February and March
in Sun Valley, six weeks in Europe while Pat tutors
the children Pat will also visit her family in Boston
at Christmas time Frank Borda is still practicing
law in Washington, D C with a branch office in
suburban Maryland Wayne L. Jackson is the
Republican nominee for the Ward Two School
Committee in Westbrook’s city election He has
been employed as a service forester for the Maine
Forest Service with seven years in South Paris and
17 years with the S D Warren Woodlands Dept
Wayne has been active in the army reserve for the
past 28 years and is a lieutenant colonel
Hopefully, when 1 visit Maine this summer, 1 can
stop at a few “57” houses and find out the
news—no, I won’t be stopping with a million
dollars, just asking questions

58 Mrs Leo M. Lazo (Jane Ledyard)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Massachusetts 02132
John P. Morrill of Bangor has been named regional
insurance manager for Central Maine for Union
Saint-Jean-Baptiste John will supervise the in
surance operations of USJB agents and agencies A
member of the US Air Force for four years, John is
active with the American Legion
The Charles Grants (Charles, Nancy, Karen,
Gretchen, and Jennifer) spent eight weeks touring
Europe last summer through the American Field
Service Nancv was provided with funds from a
Winthrop Fellowship grant for follow up studs in
conjunction with its Experiment in International
Living The Grants were the guests during their trip
of former AFS students They saw the running of
the bulls in Spam, even managed to run into people
from Orono, and finally wound up their visit with a
stav in Israel
Named as interim associate commissioner for
vocational education by the Maine Department of
Education and Cultural Sei vices, Wayne H. Ross
has been director of Southern Maine VocationalTechnical Institute since 1979 Wayne has been a
director of the division of finance for MDECS and a
director of the division of higher education Serving
18 years as a trustee for the Charles M Bailey
Public Libraiy in Winthrop, lerry Roberts threw his
hat into the ring again A member of the Fire
Department treasurer and board of directors’
member for the Kennebec Valley Medical Center,
Terry is the director of Roberts’ Fvneral Home
Pursuing the spruce budworm and gypsy moth
through the U S and Canada is the current occupa
tion of A. Temple Bowen, Jr Tenp says he is still
living in Augusta but his job as national forestry
sales manager for Zoecon Corp (A Sandoz Com
pany) really keeps him on the go Temp is the proud
father of two daughters, Debbie ’81 and Diana who
is a ski instructor at North Conway, New Hamp
shire Glad he was able to steal a few houis to come
back to his old haunts at UMO last June
Moving from Wales to Honduras, to New York,
to New Jersey, and finally to Florida has taken a
good part of the last 25 years of the Arthur Dodge
family’s life Art, who is Manager-Refining for Tex
aco, can be found at 12510 Moss Ran Rd , Miami
David W. Jones, Liz Ellis ’57, Mike, Judy, and
Patricia can be found at 30010 Arline St , Canyon
Country, Calif Dave, who is a forester with the
USDA says he is able to get back to Maine each
fall and enjoys maintaining his private flying skills
by piloting his Cessna
The Charles Weiners are the proud parents of
three (Randy, Beverly, and Karen) and the prouder
grandparents of six Charles and his wife Barbara
reside in Watertown, Wisconsin where he is athletic
director and football coach for Maranatha Baptist
Bible College Very active for the past 15 years as
the first woman on the city council, a member of

various state democratic committees, and delegate to
the 1980 Democratic Convention, Patti Dessler
Ewen can still be found in Bristol, Connecticut,
where she and hubby Bob, and children Mark and
Sue reside at 41 Broadview St Patti tried to make
reunion but the best laid plans of mice and men,
etc
Since the summer is soon upon us, send me post
cards of your travels and if you are in the Boston
area, for heaven’s sake, CALL

59 Nancy Roberts Munson
30 Tanglewood Drive
Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033
Dear ’59ers—As 1 write this, plans are well under
way for our 25th reunion However, by the time you
get this issue of the Alumnus the big event will have
happened Much news has been received so 1’11 share
as much as possible with you
The state legislature’s Judiciary Committee recom
mended by a unanimous vote that the State Senate
confirm the reappointment of Courtland Perry as
judge of District 7, serving Augusta and Waterville
Court was first appointed to the bench in 1976 Lee
Gagnon, of Glastonbury, Connecticut, has been ap
pointed senior vice president and treasurer of First
Federal Savings and Loan Association Albert Henry
of North Kingstown, Rhode Island, has been elected
president of the South County Hospital Board of
Trustees Alan Lewis has returned to Maine as direc
tor of physical plant at Colby College Joe and Pat
Stiles Cuccaro are in Battle Creek, Michigan Joe is
colonel, U S Army and Pat is school food service
director Ingrid Jadamowitz Seuffert, living in An
chorage, Alaska, is office manager for her physician
husband Dora Lou Dunnack Petzold writes from
Dayton, Ohio that she is active in many community
activities including a child abuse and neglect project
which she started 10 years ago
Judy Webster Underkofler, in Vestal, New York,
is working toward an M S in computer science and
teaching programming at a private school John
Rancourt is a teacher and an immigration officer in
St Georges, Canada Other classmates m the
teaching profession include Peter Sawin, Swamp
scott, Massachusetts, teacher and swim coach,
Carlene Shibles Bishop in Lake Havasu City,
Arizona, Jackie Perry in Scarborough, Helen Lang
Deanis in Andover, John Porter, Cumberland
Center, Sayward Kikie Ross, Farmington, Marie
Hedstrom Garland at a new address, 12 Roberts
Ave , Bar Harbor, Bill Furtwengler, living in Brent
wood, Tennessee is professor and director of the Of
fice of Educational Services at Vanderbilt Universi
ty Bob White is a university administrator in
Amherst, Massachusetts and George Lovett has
worked at UMO for 16 years and is Associate Direc
tor for Personnel Services
Hal Wheeler is in advertising and PR in Bangor
and still plays trumpet in his spare time Jim
Cusack, living in Atlanta, is vice-president for
Kemper Financial Services and has earned awards
for his runs in the famous Peachtree Road Race
Bob Sylvain lives in Hampton, New Hampshire and
is a sales engineer for Trans-America Delaval
That’s all for now If you sent news and were not
included this time, you’ll be featured in the next
issue'

60 Judy Ward Lessard
542 Mitchel! Road
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
Sally Flemington Ambrose, Cincinnati, Ohio,
teaches high school math while her husband. Bob,
manages Gilbane Construction Company They have
two sons Steve, a junior at the University of
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Alabama, and Ken, a freshman at Iowa State.
District Attorney David Cox has been nominated by
Governor Joseph Brennan to serve as a judge in the
Maine District Court system.
Mark R. Shibles has been elected president of the
National Association of Colleges of Education. The
association represents colleges of education in the
major public and private universities in the United
States.
Carmelita Leff, recently wed to Allen Kushner, is
a doctoral candidate at the University of Bridgeport,
Connecticut and a school psychologist in the Water
bury school system. Henry Harlow, former director
of the Maine Federation of Teachers, is coaching
football in the Kittery school system. Malcolm Den
ning of Bucksport has been elected assistant
treasurer of the Merrill Trust Company.
Last winter you all received a listing of possible
reunion class gifts. To date we have heard from Jo
Carroll, June Adams Johnson, Carol Robinson
Jones, Barry Dearborn, Joan Canacaris Simones,
Ann Burke Murphy, Louis Agathos, Arthur Harris,
Pres, and Joan Mavor, Brad Hooper, Suzanne
Hackenberg Fox, Barbara Connor Byrne, Jim Keene
and Don Mooers. The choices were overwhelmingly
in favor of a gift in the computer field, with a ninefoot grand piano a close second. If you want input
for a class gift, please return your choices to Nancy
Dysart at the alumni office. Happy Summer!

61 Judy Ohr Guilmartin
15430 Baybrook Drive
Houston, Texas 77062
Our class produced a couple of proud parents when
Brett Bishop, son of Jim and Joan Woodman
Bishop and Steve Woodard, son of Frank and Jean
McNeary Woodard, gave the welcome and farewell
addresses at Orono High School’s graduation. Jean
writes that she and Frank have recently moved to
South Windham.
Jeannine Macomber Chapman writes that she and
Charlie are adding a room to their home for a por
table whirlpool spa. I wonder if this was inspired by
their oldest son who is attending Nuclear Power
School at the Naval Training Center in Orlando?
Charlie has been a supervisory engineer with civil
service for the last 18 years.
Betsy Lathrop Hinckley is running for reelection
to the Winthrop Board of Education. Betsy has
served two terms on the committee and is teacher at
Wayne Elementary School. Gary Severson has been
elected a fellow in the American College of Probate
Counsel by the Board of Regents at their yearly
meeting. The organization is dedicated to improving
the standards of attorneys who specialize in wills,
trusts, estates and probate. Gary received his law
degree from Rutgers in 1965.
Beatrice Pepe, a dietitian and director of food
services at Nassau County Medical Center, East
Meadow, New York, has been appointed cochairman of the By-laws and Handbook Committee
of the Long Island Dietetic Association. Beatrice
previously was president and legislative chairman of
the organization.
It is with great sadness that I conclude this col
umn with news of the death of Joanie Hunter Par
tridge Stevenson. Joanie died after an extended
battle with cancer. Her husband, Jim, wrote, “She
never gave in. The last two years we were on the go
constantly.’’ Joanie had taught at Brien McMahon
High School for many years and continued a reduc
ed schedule during her illness. Contributions can be
made to the cancer team at Greenwich Hospital,Greenwich, Connecticut.

62 Diane Ingalls Zito
24 South Hill Drive
Bedford, New Hampshire 03102
Donald R. Sylvester has been named senior vicepresident of manufacturing at the Kingston-Warren
Corp, in Newfields, New Hampshire. Don has been
with the company since 1979 as manufacturing
manager. Kingston-Warren has just completed its
most successful year and is adding 40,000 square
feet to its Newfields facility. Jefferson Ackor was
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recently appointed administrator of the Camden
Health Care Center. Prior to this position Jeff
served as director of health systems for Ryan Ad
visors, Inc. in Washington, D.C. He was also
associate executive director of the Penobscot Bay
Medical Center and assistant executive director of
the Maine Health Facilities Planning Council in
Augusta. Jeff and his wife, Susan, live in Cushing
with their four children.
Robert J. Blouin has retired as high school
athletics director of the Sanford School District. He
was honored by friends and former students at a
‘roast’ in late July, 1983. Bob’s career in coaching
and public service began in the early 60’s. In addi
tion to coaching the high school varsity teams, he
was one of the founders of the Babe Ruth baseball
program in Maine and served as Sanford’s park
commissioner for several terms.
As you make your plans for your summer vaca
tion, put one more thing on your list—drop me a
note from your resort spot and let your classmates
in on what you are doing. As for the Zito’s, we are
off for a month-long tour of California with the
Olympics and Democratic Convention providing a
colorful background. I’d love to get in touch with
some of you in the L.A. and San Francisco areas.

in grades 9, 6, and 1; Joanne Dillon Mandel in San
Francisco, a teacher whose children Jonathan and
Michelle are in grades 1 and 5; and Hilary Nickau
Westin in San Diego, a real estate broker with two
daughters, Kathleen, 14, and Ashley, 11.
Janet Do’uglas Duffey Consavage was living in
Albuquerque, New Mexico last winter when she
wrote that her husband Lee had just accepted a job
at the Portsmouth, New Hampshire Naval Shipyard;
daughter Carrie was then in 9th grade and son Peter
in 12th grade.
Back in Maine, William Potter of Phippsburg was
appointed vice-president of engineering at Bath Iron
Works; he joined BIW in 1964 and has served as
manager of the technical department and as chief
mechanical engineer prior to his recent appointment.
Robert Chadwick was elected a director of the Na
tional Association of Realtors. Bob is co-owner of
CHR Realty and a member of the Maine State Real
Estate Commission; he, Laura Lee, and their two
children live in Bath.
It’s time to be making plans to be in Orono for
Homecoming weekend. Don’t let this one get away!
Remember crisp October days? Black Bears foot
ball? Pizza at Pat’s? They’re all still here, waiting
for you!

63 Priscilla Sawyer Frederick
6 Bridge Street
Salem, New Hampshire 03079

65 Sylvia A. Tapley
82 Euclid Avenue
Stamford, Connecticut 06902

Ronald O. Brown, Ph.D., is using his skills as a
telecommunications specialist in the management
consulting practice of Coopers and Lybrand. He
works with clients in upstate New York and New
England and is making his home in Millis,
Massachusetts. David Sklar is enjoying the second
year of his own business in Brewer known as Maine
Coat Town. The store specializes in discounting
name brand clothing and outerware.
That’s it! You forgot to write!

Joyce Harburger Bennett '64 wrote a note mention
ing that her sister Susan Harburger Mullin has been
named a vice president of Lehman Brothers Kuhn
Loeb, Boston. That’s super, Sue!
Our best wishes to newlyweds Lucretia Betterley
and John R. Buckley; and Marilyn McIntyre and
Linwood Billings ’62, married in October. John is
with Union Mutual in Portland. Marilyn is a
registered nurse at Maine Medical Center in
Portland and Linwood works for CACI Inc. in
Bath.
Navy News: Don and Pat Hayden Herrick took
their three children to Europe last summer. While in
Naples, Italy, they stayed with Nancy Kelso ’66 and
John Erskine. John is a lieutenant commander. Pat
is now librarian at Traip Academy in Kittery and
Don is at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Lt. Col.
Michael O. Severance was promoted to his present
rank in ceremonies at Portsmouth, New Hampshire
recently. Mike assumed command of the 1st Bat
talion (IN-OSUT), 76th Division (Tng) in Rochester,
New Hampshire last April. Mike and Sandy Willis
reside at Gooch’s Beach, Kennebunkport with their
two daughters, Elizabeth and Patricia.
Bankers in the News: Promoted to senior vicepresident of Depositors Trust was Michael K. Feener
of Augusta. Currently Director of Marketing,
Michael will continue to coordinate and administer
all marketing programs for Depositors Trust and the
corporation. He has attended several professional
schools and seminars and will graduate this year
from the School of Bank Marketing in Boulder,
Colorado. Thomas H. Coy has been elected assistant
treasurer of Merrill Trust and will continue to
manage the Dover-Foxcroft office.
Promotions: The Office Systems Division of the
Panasonic Industrial Co. has announced the ap
pointment of Robert Sostilio to the position of
National OEM Manager for Copier Products. Bob
resides with his wife in Basking Ridge, New Jersey.
Roger H. Sawyer, Ph.D. has been promoted to full
professor, department of biology, University of
South Carolina. Promoted to District Manager,
Public Relations Dept., AT&T Communications in
Bedminster, New Jersey, Carolyn Zachary is an
executive speechwriter, writing speeches and policy
papers for the company’s officers.
Appointments: By a unanimous vote, the Maine
Senate confirmed Gov. Brennan’s nomination of
Dana F. Connors as Maine’s next commissioner of
the Department of Transportation. Charlotte
Bridges White was appointed County Agent for the
Washington County Extension Service. Charlotte
has 18 years of teaching experience, including three
years teaching home economics in Alaska, and she
has worked for a rehabilitation program at Eastern
Maine Medical Center in Bangor for drug addicts
and alcoholics. Richard Plante ’64 is the new Town

64 Elsa Anderson Sanborn
21 Main Street
Gorham, New Hampshire 03581
Ah, summer! For a year after we graduated, I
worked for Registrar George Crosby, and I found
that those who arrived for classes in September and
left in May never saw Orono at its most beautiful. If
you missed reunion, you have missed the campus in
its best dress as well as a wonderful weekend of
activities packed with discoveries and reminiscences.
The winter mail brought a note from Nancy Stone
Page. Her whole family is now in high school. She
is guidance director at Foxcroft Academy in our
home town of Dover-Foxcroft; husband Richard ’65
is guidance director at Brewer High and their
children Leanne and Bob are students at Bangor
High. Peter Allen writes from Visalia, California
that he is a park ranger stationed at Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Parks in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. He spent an evening last summer with
Bruce and Ann Becker Wiesma while Bruce was
doing scientific research in Sequoia. John ’72 and
Sandra McCann Coffin have bought “another old
house to fix up’’ in Rutland, Vermont. Sandy says
their boys, Matthew, 11, and Nathan, 10, are
“growing like weeds and my gray hairs are coming
in even faster.”
The latest batch of reunion notes brought news of
classmates in parts of our country that are a long
way from Orono. Muriel Jermain Castillo, a U.S.
General Accounting Office auditor, lives in
Shalimar, Florida; husband George is chaplain at
Elgin Federal Prison Camp, son Joseph is in
management consulting, and daughter Marcella is a
sophomore at the University of Southern Florida.
Jane Greenlaw Fox, mother of four-year-old Mary
Anna, is a teacher in Denver, Colorado. Art Ellison,
father of Jeremy, Mark, Jenny and Denise in grades
4, 5, 6 and 7, is a forester in Florence, Oregon.
Our California contingent includes Eileen March
Femald in Aptos, a busy volunteer and happily mar
ried mother of Greg, Stewart and Johanna in grades
8, 5, and 2; Bonnie Masterman Curtis in Woodland,
a school counselor whose present challenge is being
the single parent of Jennifer, Eric and Hilary, now

Manager of Bar Harbor His wife, Elsie Stanley, is a
classmate
Coaches in the News. Charley Harlow has come
out of retirement and agreed to return for one year
to coach the Cheverus High School football team.
Bonnie Tyler went to Avon High School, West Hart
ford, Connecticut in 1969 to teach physical educa
tion “for a couple of years ” Fourteen years later,
she reigns as head coach of the state girls’ field
hockey champions With a final record of 15-0-4,
they are the only girls’ championship team in the
school’s history and the only girls’ field hockey team
in the state to go undefeated this year Bonnie also
enters both her Appaloosa horse and her dogs m
competitive shows
I was glad to hear that Carrie Burton Floyd’s hus
band Jerry has recovered from his serious illness
Their children are now in college or married
Carrie’s new “baby” is a pretty gray Manx kitten
Thank you for all the news Keep on writing'

66 Ms. Carole Spruce
18 Village Brook Lane
Natick, Massachusetts 01760
Greetings' Commander Robert J. Degon writes that
he is assigned to NATO in Oslo, Norway His wife
Carol and daughter Amy are there with him Linda
Levesque Bernier is teaching half-day kindergarten
at the Abe Lincoln School in Bangor Her son Jeff
is in the 7th grade Donald Sharland has been nam
ed executive director of Wardwell Home for elderly
women in Saco Don has worked with senior citi
zens’ organizations for the last decade. He has a
Master’s degree in social work from the University
of Connecticut He and wife Susan have two
children- Betsy, 8, and David, 4 Michael McNeil
has been elected a trustee of Eastern Maine Medical
Center He is a founding partner of the public ac
counting firm of Berry, Dunn, McNeil, and Parker
in Bangor and has an MBA from Michigan State
Jonalee Roth is a police officer m Rockland,
Maine and has completed a reserve officer training
program. Gerald Perkins has been at Stephens High
in Rumford since graduation He has developed the
wrestling program there to the point where Rumford
is the “Wrestling Capitol of Maine ” Since 1968
their dual meet record is 256-38 Joseph Stackpole
has been promoted to tax coordinator at the firm of
Cummings, Lamont, & Associates in Kennebunk.
Carl Merrill has been named manager of the New
York Yankees’ AAA farm team, the Columbus
Clippers He has coached in the Yankee organiza
tion for six years
1 received a Christmas postcard from Carol Jesraly Josel. She obtained her Master’s degree last
spring and is now teaching reading at junior high
level. Larry Buck writes of his marriage to the
former Kathryn MacWilhams They are the proud
parents of son Michael, born in December, 1983.
Larry is supervisor of the microbiology lab at
Berkshire Medical Center in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts Kristine Barnick LaChance has been
elected vice-president of the Keystone State Reading
Association She is also president of the local coun
cil. Son Leo, Jr is in his second year at Penn State
and Khns is in the ninth grade Nice long letter
from Paula Noyes Singer. She is with Arthur D Lit
tle in international personnel Her husband, Gary, is
manager of technical services for Howard
Johnson’s. They met designing a computer system at
Union Mutual and live in Norwood, Massachusetts
with daughter Samantha, 3
I’d like to close with a terrific letter 1 received
from Sarge Means. Last fall he took a meandering
vacation in New England visiting old friends and
traveling youthful byways. In Rowley, Massachusetts
he visited with Jan Rogers, who has been a teacher
there for the last 15 years. He also saw Bruce
Staples in Eliot. Bruce is married, flies for the New
Hampshire Air Guard and is involved in real estate
development when not flying On to Curt Brown, a
fellow TKE, in Gardiner. He is working with disad
vantaged children and receives a lot of satisfaction
from his work according to Sarge. He also restores
old homes In Freeport Sarge had breakfast with
Brian and Patti Tofuri Bicknell. Brian works for
Reynolds Aluminum and Patti is in advertising for
L.L. Bean. They have three daughters; the oldest,

Chris, is 15 Sarge married m 1978. He met his wife,
Stephanie, in Hawaii He is career Army and is now
an instructor pilot in helicopters at Fort Rucker,
Alabama He spent 1 Vi years in Vietnam and much
vacation time m the Orient Sarge ran in the 1983
New York marathon and would like to know if you
saw him.
Now at the end of another column. Thanks to all
of you who have heeded my pleas and written news.
Let’s hear from the rest of you

67 Carol Heber Laughlin
RFD 1, Box 1625
Brewer, Maine 04412
Dr David S. Lowell and Venita Connors Fanning
were married in January David and his new wife
will be residing in Westbrook Steve Maines owns a
thriving photography studio in Guilford. He deals
with all aspects of photography, specializing in por
traiture In winter ’83 he was in Thailand, Burma,
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka on assignment for Ford
Foundation Christian Children’s Fund, CARE,
UNICEF, UN development programs and the Amer
ican Baptist Mission Dr Gerard Pepin recently ac
cepted a new job as director of research for
Pickseed West, Tangent, Oregon He and wife
Roberta Tunquist '69 visited New Zealand and Fuji
for three weeks on a business/pleasure trip
Rainie Edwards Drewry and youngsters, Scottie
and Jamie, took the required trip to Disney World.
Last May, Rainie and husband Denny were able to
get away for business and pleasure m Bermuda. Sue
Chadbourne survived Christmas and trouble
shooting on G E’s new telecommunications net
work She was named Outstanding Program
Manager for the quarter at the last State (New
York) Jaycee Women’s Convention Bert and Cilla
Pugsley ’69 Bolduc are still on the move and wrote
from their new homestead in Dallas Bert still travels
quite a bit for Kodak and he and Cilla have gotten
together with Ron Gombas and new wife Rosemarie
from Houston a couple times Rammi Rosemary
Berner Waller and troops have finally decided to
establish a permanent base back m Maine (Dexter)
after their temporary duty in Minneapolis, Min
nesota
Hollis Andrews writes that he has been with the
City of Miami Police Dept for 12 years and is cur
rently assigned to the detective bureau, robbery divi
sion Charles Newell coaches and teaches at Gould
Academy in Bethel He was active last fall in the
successful campaign of Jeff Mills ’82 (Maine House
of Representatives) He and wife Cathy Scott-Craig
’68 have two children, Martha, 10 and Alec, 13, a
baseball enthusiast
Now that baseball is back in the news, so is
trainer Carl Stump Merrill of Topsham who was
recently elevated to the top minor league position.
John Huard has resigned from the Acadia Univer
sity Nova Scotia Axemen to be an assistant coach of
special teams with the Chicago Blitz of the USFL
Michael Carey is the new Moun' Desert Island
Hospital controller He moved with wife Janet and
son Bjorn from Wasaic, New York, where he
worked in health care administration for the New
York Dept of Mental Health Lt. Col. Robert
Michaud of Lewiston has assumed command of the
2nd Battalion, 28th Field Artillery m Ausbach, West
Germany. Michael McNamara, promoted to vicepresident of Merrill Trust, is responsible for com
mercial lending and branch administration. Steven
Kalloch has been appointed vice-president and trust
administrator at Guaranty Bank and Trust Co. of
Massachusetts. He’s a member of an estate and
business planning council in Worcester County as
well Garry Pangbum has been promoted to assis
tant vice president of Casco Northern Bank. He will
assume additional commercial lending respon
sibilities in the Presque Isle area George
Georgacarakos, associate professor of philosophy,
has been formally installed as a tenured member at
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota

68 Joyce L. McPherson
Rt. 1, Box 11
New Sharon, Maine 04955

Hello, 68ers! Our classmates have been busy since
the last edition, so let’s get right to the happenings!

Charles C. Longstaff has been promoted to regional
vice-president by A L Williams of Atlanta, a na
tional marketing company specializing in term in
surance and annuities Longstaff has his office in
Augusta Sharon Bray, native of Orland, has joined
the Boston University Office of Public Relations as
a staff writer for the weekly newspaper, The World.
She will cover the sciences and business commications Sharon has done freelance work for the
Bangor Daily News, Boston Globe, Berkshire Eagle,
Maine Times, and other newspapers in the Portland
area.
Richard Maraghy, a Bangor general practice
attorney, has been elected to serve for three years on
the Downeast Big Brothers/Big Sisters board of
directors. Laurence D. Richards, administrative
science professor at Colby, has had his first book
published, Constraint Theory an Approach to
Policy-Level Modelling, by the University Press of
America Gary Howard, who prepared for his dental
career at Tufts, was the featured speaker at the
Boothbay Harbor Rotary Club District Court Judge
Paul T. Pierson of Caribou has been nominated to
the state Superior Court by Governor Joseph E
Brennan Stan Sawyer has been nominated for assis
tant superintendent of schools in SAD 48

Eleanor Peavey ’68

Eleanor Kent Peavey, Benton native now living in
New York state, has received statewide recognition
for her role in developing far-reaching programs in
New York’s Cortland County Mrs Peavey is a
Cooperative Extension home economist She has
been presented the Florence Hall Award by the New
York State Association of Extension Home
Economists for her efforts in organizing the Com
munity Council for Cortland County. She also has
received a Cornell University pin for being one of
three to assist m supervising the first three Cornell
Fellows exploring Cooperative Extension as a career
choice
Elaine Swasey Criswell writes that she is a
“retired” analytical chemist for Eastern Kodak She
does some analytical work out of her home where
she lives with her husband, Thomas, and two
children, Enn Sara and Megan Elizabeth Charles
Devoe has been appointed by Gov. Brennan to
chairmanship, term of 1980-85, of the Maine
Workers’ Compensation Commission
Carli R. Burke writes that she is still director of
computer sciences for Beverly Hills Unified School
District and is also chief executive officer of Data
Blocks, a firm specializing in administrative applica
tion for school districts on small computers She has
been married, since 1978, to Peter Petnus, from
California. John G. Beckett was married to Robin
Lichtman on January 1 They have moved to Seattle
where he is vice president and profit manager of
New Amsterdam Excess.
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69 Bill and Andrea Hayes Lott
11 Bayberry Drive
Eliot, Maine 03903
Thanks to everyone who responded to the reunion
questionnaires. Pamela Meserve Syers is a social
worker in Lansing, Michigan. In Massachusetts,
Cindy Brown Robertson works for the Worcester
County Extension Service and lives in Holden. After
serving three years in the Army, Timothy Marcoulier
became a teacher, track coach, and athletic trainer
at Salem High School. Marti Morrison, Marshfield,
is a nurse administrator for Beth Israel Hospital.
From North Fort Myers, Florida, Mary Whorton
Curtis writes that she is a registered nurse working
on her Master’s degree in adult education. Lois
Smith Hale is chairperson of the physical education
faculty at University of Texas, Permian Basin. Dale
Fowler, wife Jane, and their three children moved to
Lewisville, Texas in 1983 when Dale was promoted
to regional manager, office furniture systems divi
sion of Westinghouse Electric.
Karen Moksu Beaulieu has taught secondary math
throughout the USA. Karen, husband Stephen, and
sons, Stephen and Scott, have lived in Beaufort,
South Carolina, but they are anticipating a move.
Jo-Anne George McCarty of Bangor has a Master’s
degree in elementary education. Cynthia Doyle
Burke, an English teacher, lives in Caribou.
Florence Small of Lisbon Falls is retired and enjoys
being a grandmother and great-grandmother. Darcy
O’Brien Campbell lives in Sedgwick. She, husband
Wally, and daughter Erin are building their dream
house on the Maine coast. Douglas M. Smith of
Dover-Foxcroft is an attorney. After eight years as
an elementary teacher, Linda Quist Kautz is at home
in Harrison caring for sons Michael and Chris
topher. In the Special Collections department of the
UMO library, you’ll find copies of Bruce
McMillan’s books. Bruce, who lives in Shapleigh,
has had eleven books published.
If you visit the Vail, Colorado area, look for
Janice Ciampa Bauer who is a realtor there. Gregory
Goodspeed, father of twin sons, lives in South
Windham and is the guidance director at Gray-New
Gloucester High School. Priscilla Moore King of
Searsport is a substitute teacher. She also tutors,
gardens, teaches Sunday School, and participates in
the Lioness Club. Bob and Pauline Stevens Chervincky live in Windham, New Hampshire. Polly, a
retired teacher, is kept busy by her three children
and volunteer activities, and Bob, an engineer,
works for Camp, Dresser, & McKee in Boston.
Richard Cohen, wife Joanne, and children Aaron
and Elisabeth live in Philadelphia where Dick earned
his Master’s degree in psychology at Temple and a
Ph.D. at the Medical College of Pennsylvania. He is
a psychologist and health administrator for
Philadelphia Health Management Corporation.
Sharon Reed-Erickson, a teacher in Rochester, New
Hampshire, finds time to quilt, ski, restore a
200-year-old home, garden, bike, care for two
children, and remain politically active. Betsy Hodor
Valentine, teacher and mother of two sons, lives in
New Britain, Connecticut. She often sees Sue Em
mons who lives in Portland, Connecticut. Mary
Squiers Rosenthall’s four children and volunteer ac
tivities keep her busy in Concord, New Hampshire.
Cynthia Gray Cobb of Tucson, Arizona is an
elementary school aide who is also actively involved
at the Tucson Museum of Art and at Christ the
King Episcopal Church.
Paul Lavoie of New Gloucester was appointed
loan representative for Commonwealth Mortgage
Company’s Portland office. Stephen Ryan was pro
moted to the position of trucking coordinator in the
transportation department of Great Northern Paper
Company. Donald Goodness of Holden was pro
moted to installment loan officer at The Merrill
Trust Company.
Please note our new address at the head of this
column.

70 Sudy Taylor Williams
29656 Buffalo Park Road #104
Evergreen, Colorado 80439
Please note my new address—the girls and I have

moved into an apartment, which is why I didn’t get
the last newsletter published—please forgive me!
We’re doing fine, and I’m back working with pre
schoolers. Received a Christmas card from Patty
Newmark Carren with news of a new son, Hunter.
Congratulations, Patty and Tom (260 East 72nd
Street, New York, New York). Bo, you’re great at
keeping in touch with us all. Bo Yerxa has received
his Master’s in regional planning, and is back work
ing for the Passamaquoddy Tribe as their health and
human service planner. He has married Mary Dunn
from Bangor. Bo, you seem as busy as ever, an ad
junct faculty member at New Hampshire College
where you teach, and appointed to the New England
board of the Haymarket People’s Fund.
Suzanne Burdge Helms and Jim are excited to an
nounce the birth of James Aaron in January.
Suzanne is working full-time as mother and has a
part-time practice in speech/language pathology,
specializing in preschoolers. Jim has a new job with
Tremco (a roofing and flooring company) as
Maine’s sales representative. Also busy is Cynthia
Murray Beliveau with a third son, Robert, and serv
ing as a trustee of the Maine Savings Bank, elected
to the board of directors of the Maine Chapter of
Partners of the Americas, and serving on the Maine
personnel board and capital planning in Augusta.
Marriages: Joanna Castaldi to David Charles
Bemis, who is employed by Akron Child Guidance
Center; LeeAnn McPherson to Colin Anthony Roy,
who is a teacher at Hall-Dale Junior High School,
Hallowell; and Barbara Jones to Dwight Arthur
Fifield, who practices law in Portland with Childs,
Emerson, Rundiett and Fifield.
Paul Dular has returned from England as adult
education director for Gardiner with fresh ideas of
linking schools and industry. Paul was in England in
1982-83 on a Fulbright Exchange program. He not
only ran adult education at a college, but also ar
ranged for ten schools to train workers at some one
thousand companies. Paul, I’m sure Gardiner is
thrilled to have you back! He is also president this
year of the Maine Association of Public School
Adult Educators. Ronald S. Welch has been director
of Maine’s Bureau of Mental Retardation since
1980, before which time he was project director for
the Maine Commission on Drug Abuse. Larry Lord
is the new principal of Sacopee Valley High in South
Hiram after succeeding Dewaine Bruce Craig, who is
now superintendent of schools in Oxford County.

71 Carolyn Stickney Ackerman
5 Parcher Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
Greetings, classmates, and attention to the class of
’70! Don’t think your class has a monopoly on the
novel. The class of ’71 is pleased to note publication
of a second novel, Caretakers, by Tabitha Spruce
King. Caretakers is set in a small western Maine
town and tells the story of a caretaker and his mute
love for a woman above his social station. Tabitha
shares a computer/word processor with that other
Maine author, Seven King ’70. She is planning to do
some research projects and to take two years off
before her next book.
Wedding announcements continue to come: Sheryl
Rhodes and Andrew Siket were married in
November. Andrew is an attorney with the firm
Petruccelli, Cohen, Erler and Cox, and the Sikets
make their home in Scarborough. Congratulations
to Richard Marcotte and Sharon Kelly. The Mar
cottes reside in Monmouth where Richard works
with Dumont Industries.
Marsha Clark of Gardiner was honored as an
outstanding woman by Jaycee Women Region I. An
advocate for the handicapped, Marsha teaches
multi-handicapped at the Hamlin School in Ran
dolph and is coordinator of the Kennebec Valley
Area of Maine Special Olympics. A recipient of a
Rotary Foundation Award, Marsha spent 1977 in
Wales studying special education and lecturing to
Rotary Clubs in Great Britain.
Janice Giovannucci Breton was appointed to the
Maine Board of Examiners of Speech Pathologists
and Audiologists. Janice has a private practice and
is director of special education and speech-language
pathologist for SAD 46. She is president-elect of the
Maine Speech-Language-Hearing Association. James

Thibodeau, president of Thibodeau’s Insurance
Agency of Fort Kent is a Certified Insurance
Counselor. Richard Littlefield is regional commercial
lending and development officer for Casco Northern
Bank’s Portland region. Richard received an MBA
from the University of Southern Maine. He and his
family reside in Casco.
Charlene Fournier Belanger is project coordinator
for a physician’s health study at Harvard Medical
School. The clinical trial is studying effects of
aspirin in preventing cardio-vascular disease and of
beta-carotene in the prevention of cancer. Laurence
Szetela of Billerica, Massachusetts, is a CPA and tax
manager for Chicoski and Co. in Wayland and
teaches accounting at Leslie College. He and Carol
and their daughter are building a home in Nashua,
New Hampshire. John Wall, Jr. leads a double life.
He is director of corporate planning at St. Mary’s
General Hospital in Lewiston and father of six. Off
hours he is commander of the reserve patrol unit of
the Androscoggin County Sheriffs department.
Jeanne Fortin Shay of Skowhegan was elected to
the board of directors, Kennebec Valley Medical
Health Center. She taught in Boston and at the
Waterville Child Development Center and serves on
the school board for SAD 54. Karla Harris Downs
of Auburn was a soloist in Banjamin Britten’s
Ceremony of Carols, presented by the 40-voice
Androscoggin Chorale.

72 Cathy Tripp Pohle
37 Southworth Street #1
Williamstown, Massachusetts 02167
Stephen G. Eldridge is a vice-president with
Kleinschmidt & Dutting Consulting Engineers, Pitts
field. Ruth Shook has completed 25 years with the
United Cerebral Palsy of Northeastern Maine. Sher
the executive director and has seen many changes
over the 25 years. Nancy Greenblatt has opened a
private practice in communication disorders in
Portland. Nancy is a speech and language
pathologist. Mark Wellman is with the advertising
firm of Ad-Media, Inc., Augusta. His respon
sibilities include marketing, planning and strategy
development for their regional and international
clients.
Valerie Osborne is the Old Town City Librarian.
She has held the position since 1982. J. Scott Davis
has been named counsel to the Board of Overseers
of the Maine Bar. He left his position as Deputy
District Attorney for Maine Prosecutorial District 3.
John Palange of Belgrade is the new state humane
agent for the greater Kennebec County area. His jol
is to investigate any reports concerning animal abusi
or neglect. Ted Davis has filled a recent vacancy as
the principal at Telstar Regional High School. Brian
Thayer is the General Manager of the Kennebec
Journal. M. Pamela Hayes Macomberis is now in
Portland where her husband, Peter, is a commercial
photographer. She has two children: Samuel, 7, and
Madeline, 1. Dr. Clinton I. Meyer is now in Wil
mington, North Carolina where he is practicing
subspecialty medicine and his wife, Kathy (Furman
University) is teaching cello and working on a
Master’s degree in business.
Susan Percival is busy producing election coverag
for WNEV-TV, Channel 7, Boston. Claudia
Charette is in San Francisco working for an adven
ture travel company, Tiger Tops International.
James P. Brown is account executive for the Curriei
Insurance Agency of Farmington and Phillips. Marj
Ann McInnis (Mercy Hospital School of Nursing)
married Dr. R. Joseph Libby. He is a dentist in
Bangor where they reside. Jeannette D. Violette is
the bride of Reid Albee. She works as an editorial
assistant for the Bangor Daily News, Ellsworth
Bureau. Reid is a sports editor and director of
photography for The Ellsworth American. Gail
Rodger (Northwestern University) married Dr. Alan
Coombs. Alan is a dentist in Chicago.

73 Rachel Davenport Dutch
22 Bowker Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
With winter behind us, thaw out the pens and let us
know what is going on with you all.
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Wayne and Grace Dixon write from 4200 SE 14th
Ter , Gainesville, Florida 32601 where they keep
busy with jobs—Grace is the new executive secretary
for the director of the School of Independent Study
at the University of Florida, Wayne is a forest en
tomologist for the state of Florida and the coauthor
of a book on forest insects and diseases—and at
home with Garth and Craig Gary Palman is now
Dr Palman, an anaesthesiologist at Franklin
Memorial Hospital in Farmington He and Mary
Beaulieu ’77 have a daughter, Kate A first time
note from Darah Hueglin Latourelle from Hinsdale,
New Hampshire She is married to Robert, director
of guidance at Hinsdale High School, mother of
Brittney and Mark, and a Title 1 teacher in the high
school They have just finished an addition to their
house—turning the barn into two bedrooms, a bath,
and a bar She asks about other Somerset people
Sarah Adams Law (another Somerset person) is in
Milpitas, California with husband John and sons
Daniel and Nathaniel She is a technical publications
editor with NASA at Moffett Field; John is an
aerospace engineer Wallv and Pam Hakala ’74
Seymour live in Manassas, Virginia with daughter
Rachel Wally is an operations manager with AT&T
Information Systems Nancy Cohen Solomon is liv
ing in Newburgh, Indiana, with husband Lou and
son Jeremy Lou is with Mead Johnson and is a
graduate of Denver and Illinois Universities Brenda
Ray Thomas teaches second grade in Ellsworth
where she lives with her family, husband Jesse and
sons David and Chad Man Manon Bras is assistant
to the dietition at Mavo Regional Hospital in DoverFoxcroft The last of her six children graduates from
Foxcroft Academy in June
Donald Gagnon was nominated an outstanding
young man of the year by the Augusta area Javcees
He is a dentist in practice in Gardiner Allvn Taslor
ran for council at-large seat in Pittsfield He is a
vice-president of engineering at Cianbro Corp
Maine’s only husband-wife team ot parish ministers
is now at Broad Bay Congregational United Church
of Christ in Waldoboro Nick and Mary Angela
Davis also serve two congregations on the Pemaquid
Peninsula They have a son, Joshua Jeannette
Good is pastor of the First Congregational Church,
Amherst, Massachusetts
Steve Bremner is the Farmington store manager
for Hammond Lumber Co First Lt Barbara Thvng
Greenlaw is stationed at Pease Air Force Base, New
Hampshire Floyd Landry is a new associate of the
Dawson Co Robert Peabody is city assessor in
Rockland He and Donna have three children—
Scott, Neil, and Shaunacy Herbert Whiteley is a
post doctoral fellow in the pathology department,
College of Veterinary Medicine, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins He was in private practice
in Massachusetts for three years before returning to
school
Charlotte Pettit and James Hanna were married in
Dallas in November She is at the food service divi
sion of American Companies in Dallas and he is a
tool drafter at Christopher Associates, also in
Dallas
Our jobs seem to be busier and our babies more
beautiful every day We are anxious to start on the
outside of our house again this vear—does it ever
get finished9

74 Jane Reid Willis
50 Gray Road
Gorham, Maine 04038
A letter from Mike Dumas arrived just before my
deadline Mike has ben appointed regional
j marketing consultant for the Blue Cross/Bluc Shield
Association in White Plains, New York He and his
family will be residing in Connecticut Mona Pothier
Murphy and her husband, Kevin ’73, have two
children Enn, 5, and Joseph, 2 Mona has been

working at Central Maine Medical Center since
graduation Nan Langley Showalter is married and
has a two-year-old daughter named Kira She lives
in Indian Valley, Virginia and works as a consulting
dietition Esther Beal Martin is busy raising three
children ages 8, 5, and 3 Her husband recently
became a UMO grad by finishing two courses left
from twelve years ago Robert Booker has been
editor-publisher of Maine Running magazine since
1980 Paul J. Woodworth is a member of Madrigal
Consort which recently performed at the Governor’s
Mansion in Raleigh, North Carolina Keith Sawyer
is the data processing instructor for Union Mutual
in Portland
Marcia Stone Soper, my former roommate, has
been promoted to regional manager of the ten Rines
Co -Owen Moore stores in Maine Daniel Michaud
has been named personnel director at Bangor Sav
ings Bank Michael Stedt was promoted to sargent
first class E7 in the U S Army He and his wife,
Irma, and son, Joseph, live in El Paso John
Palange has been appointed a state humane agent
David Stillman has been appointed pastor to North
Haven Baptist Church William Fiarchild, a teacher
at Oak Hill High School, has been nominated by the
Augusta area Jaycees in their Outstanding Young
Man competition
Teresa Trafton married Mark Armstrong They
live in Portland, Oregon Luanne McDonald mar
ried Christopher Crinion. He is employed at the
Department of Human Services, Division of Eve
Care Thomas E. Gay is senior design engineer with
Inframetrics in Bedford, Massachussets Nancy and
Steve Cary have another daughter, Stephanie Lynn,
born May 22, 1983 Steve is practicing general den
tistry in Providence, and Nancy is chief clinical
dietition at Morton Hospital in Taunton, Massa
chusetts
John Whitney has been named Maine’s Outstand
ing Young Farmer Whitney and his father, Donald,
manage a 1,375 acre farm in Chester He is working
with the University of Maine on several different ex
perimental projects
Don’t forget to send your news'

75 Nancy Pistaki Chard
830 Washington Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103
Working full-time, taking care of a house, and going
to school is sure different from the care-free days of
college' I just finished taking five courses this past
year toward a Master’s degree Needless to say, I
have been very busy'
Allen and Myrna Hill Lamb have moved to Mid
dletown, Connecticut Allen is working on his Ph D
in molecular genetics at Wesleyan University Myrna
is a medical technician They have two children
Amber, 3, and Aaron, 1
Al and Nancy Simmons Dias announce the birth
of their second son, Christopher Jeff ’74 and Patti
Donohue Robbins have returned to New England
after spending four years in South Dakota Jeff is
program director for the Greater Manchester Child
Care Association in Manchester, New Hampshire
They have one child, Emily, who is almost a year
old
Margo Busque Dyer, who specializes in pencil
drawings and woodburning, has become a partner in
the shop, Woodcarver’s Place, in Greenville Her
husband, Larry, also plans to supply a product for
the shop They have two children Kristina, 5, and
Lauree-Anne, 2
Lon Burr Leeth was the featured speaker at a re
cent seminar presented by the sales and marketing
executives of Dallas, Texas Lori is commercial lend
ing officer of the Republic Bank of Dallas David
A. Clark is stationed at the Naval Air Station,
South Weymouth, Massachusetts Michael and Cin
dy Peaco Brakes are living in Shaker Heights, Ohio
Mike is Corporate Facilities Engineering Director for
Johnson Rubber Co in Middlefield, Ohio Cindy is
working part-time as a senior actuarial analyst in
Cleveland and as a mother to their son, Matthew, 2
Robert D. Hogan has been promoted to mortgage
systems officer at Depositors Trust Company,
Augusta Yehia and Mary Reynolds Moussa are liv

ing in Cambridge, Massachusetts Mary is Director
of Visiting Nurses in Cambridge
Wedding bells rang for Erick Dorr, who is
employed by the Maine Department of Transporta
tion in Augusta, to Naomi DiPietro, who is
employed in Waterville at Mei Lam Lau Scott
Longfellow, manager and grower for Longfellow’s
Greenhouses in Manchester, married Sandra Smith,
who graduated from the University of Maine in
Augusta Clifford Tumos, employed by Dexter Shoe
Company in Dexter, married Susan Holt, a nurse at
Community Health and Counseling Services in
Dover-Foxcroft
Morita Tapley, owner and director of Morita’s
School of Dance and Gymnastics and The Dancing
Bear Nursery School in Houlton, married Ronald
Levesque, a graduate of George Washington Univer
sity in Washington, DC He is employed by Fred
ericks Florist, Inc , Bangor Dwayne Williams mar
ried Mary Rutter, a graduate of Southern Maine
Vocational Technical Institute, South Portland

76 David N Theohartdes
5 Wilson Street
Lincoln, Maine 04457
Many ’76 alumni have started to write to the Alum
nus It’s good to hear from you' 1 received a letter
from Cheryl Whitney ’78 and her husband, Jeffrey,
who are living at 1423 Grand Junction, Katy, Texas
outside Houston, where Jeff owns and operates a
computer maintenance company They have two
children, Knstofer and Tyler They would like to
hear from some of their UMO classmates Mark
Avakian writes that he and his wife, Pat, along with
their new daughter, Emily Ann, are living in
Stanhope, New Jersey, where Mark is employed by
Dart and Kraft, Inc John Jackson writes that after
several cruel years in the real world he has gone
back to school He is a medical student at the
University of South Alabama He hopes to return to
Maine in 1986 to do his residency
Alison B. Haskins and her husband, Jim, write
that they have bought their first house They are liv
ing m Oxford, Ohio Alison is a civil engineer for
the city of Hamilton Sandra Jewett Matthews is liv
ing in Cumberland, Rhode Island with her husband,
Gary, and daughters Sarah and Hannah
Nancy Carpenter Kirpatnck and her husband,
Bryan, are living m Maplewood, New Jersey where
Nancy is a space planning analyst for Bell Labs
Jeffrey Welch writes that he and his wife, LaNelle,
are living in York, Pennsylvania where Jeff is a re
frigeration sales engineer He adds that they spend
summers sailing on Chesapeake Bay in their sloop,
Headwind Richard D'Auteuil and his wife, Paula
’72, are living in Westerville, Ohio where Richard is
Director of Environmental Affairs for Buckley
Power, Inc
’76 weddings include- Karin Mernthew to Stephen
Snyder. They are living in Lakewood, Colorado
Timothy King and Lori Rounds They are living in
Bennington, Vermont, where Tim is assistant head
of quality control for Union Carbide
James Nimon has been named manager of the ad
ministrative unit of the Bureau of Maine’s Elderly
Mike LaChance has been named an associate of the
Society of Actuaries He is employed by Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company in Portland
William Bruso, who worked on the UMO police
force as a student, has changed his career of police
work to selling life insurance for the DeYoung
Agency in Massachusetts
Thank you to the many who took the time to
write Your classmates enjoy hearing from you
Have an enjoyable summer

77 Ron Aseltme
77 Harrison Place
West Springfield, Massachusetts 01089
When my wife, Debbie, started her new job at
Providence Hospital in Holyoke, little did we know
a classmate of mine was also working there Lea
Don Labecki, however, was kind enough to
welcome Debbie to the hospital Lea has been living
in Longmeadow, Massachusetts for over a year now,
and works in the nursery at Providence Hospital
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Mike Wissenback wrote that he married Pam
Higby last fall, and they now reside in Payette,
Idaho on a ranch. Bob Watjen and his wife,
Martha, are now in a new home in Natick,
Massachusetts. Sue Howland Roberts’ husband,
Wayne, was transferred to San Juan, Puerto Rico
where he is in the Marine Safety Office. Sue is at
home with their daughter, Amanda, and welcomes
calls from vacationing classmates. Greg Howick
writes that he is a research associate at the Univer
sity of Kansas, where he also received his Ph.D. in
biology and aquatic ecology. He and his wife,
Kristin, had their first child, lan, last fall. Kevin
Cole is living in Waynesville, Missouri with his wife,
Gina, and their first child. He is an operations of
ficer at Fort Leonard Wood. Also at Fort Wood is
commander Mike Milner. Rececca Fisher has been
named director of Camp Fire’s government relations
office in Washington, D.C. Duane Scott is an en
vironmental planner with the Maine Department of
Transportation in Augusta. Anne Kennsington is an
accounting officer and Laurel Johnston an assistant
personnel officer with Merrill Trust in Bangor. Peter
Anania has been appointed to the Maine Council of
Advisors on Consumer Credit.
Marriages and new hometowns are as follows:
Curtis Bryant and Helen Stergis, Beverly,
Massachusetts; Janice Calkins and Frederick Minson, Annapolis, Maryland; Gerald Tautkus and
Siobhan Keefe, Londonderry, New Hampshire;
Kathy Alexander and Norman Kaake, Virginia
Beach, Virginia; Tracey Lilienthal and James
Thompson, South Hadley, Massachusetts; and
Bruce Leavitt and Anne Stickney, South Portland.

78 Meredith Strang Burgess
12 Country Charm Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Lots going on with our class: Robin Beebe Taca, a
flight attendant with United, based in Chicago. She
lives in Florida. Her address is 210 Indian River
Dr., Orchid Island, Vero Beach 32963. Warren Kell
works for the New Jersey division of Fish, Game
and Wildlife as an endangered species biologist. Ad
dress: Box 98, Cape May, New Jersey 08204. Peter
and Gail Coughlan announce the birth of Matthew
Ryan. Peter is a civil engineer with the Maine DOT
in Bangor and Gail is a Tupperware manager in
Bangor. Address: 169 Lincoln Street, Old Town.
Susan and Dwight Coming announce the birth of
Holly Marie. They have two girls. Dwight is a na
tionally registered Emergency Medical TechnicianParamedic and works for the United Ambulance of
Lewiston. Address: 9 Riverside Place, Lewiston.
Katherine Schorkopf is an account executive at
Citibank, Mastercard section. Address: 299 St. John
Ave., Staten Island, New York 10314. Charles E.
Jones is assistant director of financial aid at Holy
Cross College. Peter Judkins has been named assis
tant vice-president of Depositors Trust Co. Thomas
Farrell is the principal of Skowhegan Area High
School. Wally Russell is teaching English and social
studies and coaching varsity basketball at Piscata
quis Community High School in Guilford, Maine.
David Ballew is a new member of the board of
directors of the Waterville Area Boy’s/Girl’s Club.
Mark Mogensen is a staff writer for the new paper
Sunday in Lewiston. Brian Otterson is the head
football coach at John Bapst Memorial High
School. Sister Annette Rioux, RSM has been ap
pointed director of the Diocesan Family Life Bureau
in Portland. Catherine Burgess is the new town
manager of Winchester, New Hampshire. Kathleen
Parrish is a mental health worker at Pineland Center
in Pownal. Katherine Guion is with the USDA in
Jasper, Arkansas. Laurie Osgood is the Physical
Director of Old Town/Orono YMCA and the UMO
Women’s Varsity Volleyball coach. Diana Chetsas
and Bill Lettley have a second child, William Jr.
who joins daughter Christen. Address: 5 Lexington
Ave., Bradford, Massachusetts 01830.
Linda Stevens and Duane A. Scott ’79 announce
the arrival of Shannon Marie. Kathy Ann Snow and
Fred Stratton announce the birth of their second
daughter, Sarah Beth. Judy Morton ACO and
Matthew PGD ’77 Madeira have a new address: 14
Susan Lane, Falmouth, Maine 04105. Judy is Direc
tor of Personnel, Sonesta Hotel in Portland. Matt is
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a stockbroker with Kidder, Peabody & Co., Inc., in
Portland. Joan McNeilly and Steve Arsenault write
they have a new home at 416 Hide-A-Way Lane, W.
Falmouth, Maine 04105. Steve is account represen
tative for Caroling Freight Carriers in South
Portland. Joan is office manager for Geico Space in
South Portland.
Karen A. M. Washbum has been promoted to
manager of Northeast Bank’s Waterville office.
Scott Atkinson has been promoted to Industrial
engineer in the industrial engineering department at
L.L. Bean, Inc., in Freeport. John Witherspoon has
been named president of the Kingfield Savings Bank
in Kingfield. Robert Fales, Jr. received the degree of
physician and surgeon from the Autonomous Uni
versity of Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico. He will do
his post graduate studies in internal medicine in
Washington, D.C. Vernon Wray Hodges is a quality
engineer with Western Electric in South Portland.
Gregory M. Thibodeau is in his third year of
veterinary school at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Veterinary Medicine. Greg and his wife,
Jane E. Gilbert '79, live at 250 Bridge Street, Drexel
Hill, Pennsylvania 19026.
Weddings: Nina Jannetti to Martin Pedowicz.
Nina is an optometrist with Eye Assoc, in Houston,
Texas. Robert J. Cronin to Victoria Lobley. They
reside in Veazie. William H. Luke to Cynthia
Whitney ’79. William is employed by Command
Airways, Wappinger Falls, New York. Linda Clark
to Stephen Ruman. Linda works in the Uniform
Commercial Code Division of the State Department
in Augusta. They reside in Monmouth. Ruth D.
Kich to John Porter. Ruth is employed by the
finance department of the town of Scarborough.
They reside in Springvale. William E. Sleight to
Katrina Schenck. William is a graduate of the New
England College of Optometry in Boston where he is
now on the staff. They reside in Belmont. John J.
Morton PGD to Sheryl Foose. Joey is Assistant
Manager of the Town and Lake Motel in Rangeley.
That’s it for now! Write and have a wonderful
summer!

79 Kim Marchegiani
5 Allen #52
Orono, Maine 04473
Summer has arrived and with it lots of news from
79ers. Some career notes first: Frank Hackett Jr.
was named Outstanding Young Man by the Augusta
Area Jaycees. He is a police officer in the Augusta
Police Department, has conducted seminars on
alcohol and drug abuse for schools and civic groups,
and organized a physical fitness program at the Ken
nebec County Jail.
Terrance McCannell was named school super
intendent of Windsor Northwest Supervisory Union
in Bethel, Vermont. Susan Heinonen is the new pro
duction manager and graphic designer at the Bar
Harbor Times. Richard Bergeron has been named
assistant district attorney for Washington County.
Randolph Sawyer, doctor of optometry, has joined
the staff of East Grand Health Center in Danforth.
L. Timothy Leavitt is working for Central Maine
Power Co. as an electrical engineer. Dan Warren
passed the Maine bar exam and has opened a law
office with two partners in Scarborough.
Daron Libby left Rockwell International last fall
to work for PDA engineering, a consulting firm in
Santa Ana, California. Laurie Littlefield is an assis
tant investment advisor with Paine Webber in
Bangor and is active on the board of directors of
Downeast Big Brother/Big Sister. Irene MacLeod
Hall is employed at the Internal Revenue Service in
Augusta. She married Tim Hall in February 1983.
Donna Caleb DeVaudreuil is a product manager for
S.D. Warren in Westbrook. She and husband Mike
’77 had their first child, Eric, last October.

Charles Johnson is now with Ketchikan Ranger
District in Alaska, preparing timber sales. Joel Davis
is a self-employed investment counselor in Hallowell.
William McCauley marked his first year as town ad
ministrator in Charlestown, Rhode Island. Michael
and Donna Deletetsky are back from a Virginia Air
Force base after four years. Michael is a structural
engineer for the City of Portland and Donna is a
care manager for Western Older Citizens Council in
Lewiston. They reside in Auburn and have a
daughter, Melissa. Chris Keating and wife Nancy
Pallatroni ’80 have settled in Orchard Park, New
York where Chris was a starting linebacker for the
Buffalo Bills last season. He is an investment
counselor with Shearson-American Express and
Nancy has opened a boutique.
Kurt Hayden wrote to bring me up to date on
several 79ers. Russ Daigle is a fighter pilot in the Air
Force, stationed in England. Wayne DeWall is in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming “still winning ski races.’’
And Kurt is an aerial photographer for a mapping
company and living in Los Angeles.
One of the nicest parts of writing this column is
the opportunity to keep up with old friends. Jim
O’Brien has settled in Peabody, Massachusetts
where he serves as assistant manager at Brooksby
Farms. The farm has 3,000 apple trees and produces
strawberries, blueberries, and Christmas trees. Jim
mie, who studied forest recreation at UMO, says he
and his wife, Liz, sometimes think about more
lucrative careers, “but when the day’s beautiful and
you’re outside—why would you want to be
anywhere else?’’
More class weddings: Kim Dyer to Neil Roth on
Oct. 30. She works for Phoenix Mutual in Hartford,
Connecticut. Patrick Forbes to Dorothy Hannan.
He is employed by Coven Construction in South
Windsor, Connecticut. Jonathan Folsom to Kelly
Perkins ’83 on Nov. 5. He teaches physical educa- ’
tion in the Bangor schools.
John Chantrill to Rosaria Donatelli on Nov. 19.
He is employed by Chicago Bridge and Iron of
Newcastle, Delaware and the couple lives in Elkins,
West Virginia. Robert Austin to Karen Schlager. He
is a physical education teacher at Poland (Maine)
Community School. Douglas Gondela to Kimberly
Baker on Dec. 3. He is a mechanical engineer at
General Electric and they live in Richmond, Ver
mont.
Hope to hear from all of you soon!

80 Rosemary Hydrisko
27-D Jacqueline Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Hello, Class of 1980! I’ve received many letters from
you. Here’s the news: Bill Conroy earned a Master
of International Finance degree from Columbia
University and is now employed with the Bank of
New York, in the International Division as a cor
porate account officer. Congratulations, Bill! Tom
and Dolly Conley ’79 Sullivan are the proud parents
of a son, Brian Dennis, born in November, 1983.
Bill Skoolicas is president and owner of Maine State
Builders, Inc., Portland. Steve Maroon is currently
earning an MBA from Columbia University and is
living in New York City.
More weddings: Deb Scott to Ron Aseltine ’77.
Deb is director of volunteers at Providence Hospital,
Holyoke, Massachusetts. Cindy Peacock to Richard
Gaylord. Cindy is a territory manager for American
Pharmaseal. They are living in Westfield,
Massachusetts. Donna Utley wed Paul Tarantino.
Donna is a market reporter for the U.S. Govern
ment. John Neptune wed Judi Libby. John is a civil
engineer for International Paper in Jay. Don
Bergeron wed Bette Sylvester ’83. Don is at UMO
working toward an M.S. degree in biochemistry.
Heather Lane wed John Daley. Both are employed
at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute in Boston. I at
tended the lovely wedding of Ellen Campagne to
Steve Fuller in Marblehead, Massachusetts. They are
now living in Boston. Peter Hewett wed Diane
Moody. Pete is employed at Bath Iron Works. Larry
Maxim wed Victoria Cranowski. Peter Bergh wed
Rebecca Wallace. Pete is assistant vice-president of
Bank Meridian, Hampton, New Hampshire. Pamela
Sanford wed David Brennan. Pam is an RN for the

town of Clinton Teresa Harvey to Jim Murray.
Teresa is employd at Arthur D Little in Cambridge,
Massachusetts Jim is employed by Allstate In
surance, Burlington, Massachusetts John Casey wed
Anne Blaisdell Laura Blumenstock wed Christopher
Branch Michael Davee wed Lisa Borgia Mike is an
engineer at S D Warren Co in Hinckley. Steven
Clark wed Nancy Lynch James Fellows wed Gail
Souza Jim is a partner at James F. Pomeroy
Associates Real Estate. They live in West Hyannisport, Massachusetts Jill Dumais wed Wayne
Michaud Jill is a teacher in the Waterville School
system. Rick Knowlton (our class president) wed
Leslie Carlisle. Rick is attending Northeastern
University Graduate School of Business in Boston
Randy Bickford wed Marcia Thomas
Dorothy Desjardin wed Charles Foote III Donna
Melanson wed Michael Kelly. Donna is employed by
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Portland John Dustin wed
Melodie Styles. John earned an MBA from New
Hampshire College and is a senior assistant engineer
at Concord Natural Gas Corp , Concord, New
Hampshire. Charles Davis wed Kirsten Anderson.
Charles is attending Tufts University and is
employed by Varian Associates, Beverly, Massa
chusetts Mark Winslow wed Kim Greig. Lisa Mar
tin wed Martin McCrea. Carol Gagnon wed Scott
McBride. Carol and Scott are both engineers at
Boise Cascade Paper Group in Rumford Bonnie
Adams wed Michael Carleton Both are employed
by Davis Electrical, Raleigh, North Carolina Mary
Luke wed Rocco Toppi III John Morin, Jr wed
Louise Morin Ellen Mary Thurston wed Timothy
Bourett Jane Austin wed H Thomas Sklebar The
ceremony took place in Mt Baker National Forest,
Granite Falls, Washington. Jane received her
Master’s degree in wildlife from the University of
Missouri in Columbia and is enrolled in their doc
toral program. Patrick McGarry opened his practice
of general dentistry in York Best of luck, Pat
That’s all the news for now Enjoy your summer
and please keep in touch!

81 Barbara E. Brown
35 Jumpr Ledge
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Hi, gang' Thanks for keeping in touch Please
remember that I write my column three months in
advance of printing, so be patient when your news
doesn’t appear immediately
Wedding bells are still ringing' Valerie Hopkins
wed Lt. David Webster She is employed at the
Headstart Center in Portland Penny Daigle married
David Bouchard. Susan Marsh became Mrs David
Perry. They live in Peoria, Illinois, where David
works for Caterpillar Tractor Tammy Parkhurst
wed Larry Grossman ’82. She works for Eastman
Kodak and he for Arbor Heights Nursery They live
in Rochester, New York. Michelle Amato married
Fred Tilton III She is a marketing director for
Chuck E Cheese’s and he is an accountant with
John Tyler Associates. They live in Stoneham,
Massachusetts. Deborah Davee wed William Stiles.
He is employed by Etonic Shoe, Inc. in Auburn
They live in Gorham. Mane Frechette became Mrs
Richard Hart. He is a civil engineer with Cianbro
Corp m Portland. Karen Cahill wed William Swan.
They live in Belgrade Lakes and both work at
Digital Equipment Corp. Mary Ann Morin married
Paul Contois. He works at the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard and they reside in Arundel.
Cynthia Gammons became Mrs Robert Nelson.
They live in Bangor where she works for Chester M
Kearney and Co and he for A.R. Kenney Construc
tion Co. Shirley Averill wed Robert MacDonald. He
is employed by the Bangor School Department and
they reside in Bangor. Evelyn White married Glenn
Willard. They live in Portland and Glenn works
for Beauchamp Advertising in West Gray. Rebecca
Harriman became the bride of Dana Stairs. She
teaches in North Berwick; he works at the Ports
mouth Naval Shipyard; and they live in Portsmouth
Jackie McCarty married Jeff Meekins. She works
for Harbor Equity Corp, of Boston and he for
Computer-Link They live m Melrose. Elizabeth
Russell ’82 wed Tim Skehan. They live in Portland
and he is employed by Fairchild Corp. Christine

Finnegan married William Lawton. They live in
Clinton, Massachusetts and William works for AEROverly m Auburn
Jeff Denman writes that he received his master’s
in sport management from the University of Con
necticut and is now teaching and coaching in Massa
chusetts. Paul Faucher sends greetings from
Chicago, where he works as Rooms and Related Ser
vices Manager for the Marriott Hotel in downtown
Chicago Rita Hill Yardley and her husband,
Shawn, live in Bangor with their son, Joshua Rita
operates a day care center in her home. Rudy
Shorette is in his third year at Tufts Dental School
in Boston
Jill Spencer is an assistant teacher in South
Portland for a special needs class Scott Murray
works for Central Maine Power in Portland and is
the proud owner of a home in Westbrook Karen
Baumer joined the staff at St Mary’s Hospital in
Lewiston as chief therapeutic dietician Raymond
Emery was promoted to Forester-St John unit of
the Great Northern Paper Co Barbara Parks Toner
teaches science at Thayer High School in Win
chester, New Hampshire Richard Perron completed
basic training at Fort Knox, Kentucky for the U S
Army Kristy Murray is teaching at Auburn Middle
School Chip Downey is general manager of Fill It
Up, Please Car Washes in Portland Linda Gorlen is
teaching elementary vocal music at MSAD 53 Joyce
Fitzpatrick attends New England School of Law in
Boston Carol Butters teaches at the A D Gray
School in Waldoboro Paul Bouchard is in charge of
the instrumental music program at MSAD 70
Have a great summer and start making plans for
Homecoming ’84 See ya there'

82Pam Turgeon
Robinson Hall, UVM
Burlington, Vermont 05405
Hi, everybody' Here’s the latest news from the class
of ’82. Gary Fish married Susan Lessard Gary is
now working for Chemlawn as a horticultunst
David Parker recently opened his own flower shop
called Waterville Florist. Greg Cline is currently
living in Andover, Massachusetts and working for
Digital Equipment Corp as a software engineer
Mark Ake is a sales representative for the JohnsonMiddleby Company Barbara Taylor is living in
Bangor and working for the Dept of Environmental
Protection as an Oil and Hazardous Materials
Specialist Edward Clohosey is a licensed real estate
salesman Donald Willard Jr has become the new
town manager of Dixfield Douglas Firlotte has been
promoted to electrical engineer in the East
Millinocket mill of Great Northern Paper Co Ernie
Clark is working as a reporter for the Sentinel.
Karen Heal is teaching high school mathematics in
Hudson, New Hampshire She is also working on
her master’s degree at Lowell University. Matthew
Ham is living and working in Sunnyvale California
He is a production control planner at Advanced
Micro Devices. James Thomas has joined Northern
Data Systems of Maine Inc as a programmer Linda
Phalon is currently employed as an assistant county
supervisor of the USDA Farmers Home Admin, in
Whitinsville, Massachusetts Susan Allsop is account
executive and media relations supervisor for John R
Graham, Inc , Public Relations & Advertising,
Quincy, Massachusetts
Best wishes to our newly married classmates
Eileen Smith to Gregory Porter. Donna Park wed
Edward Annibale Donna is now principle oboe with
the U S Army Forces Command Band in Atlanta,
Georgia. Janet Mclllwaine to Robert Fowler, Jr
Amy Frandino to Michael Ludwig, and Katherine
Stockmann to Mitchel Woodbury. Donna Gregoire
married Patrick McNally Donna is a computer pro
grammer at Associated Grocers of South Gardiner
Catherine Marchionna to Mark Lamarre. Leslie
Phillips to Edward Meyers. Leslie is employed by
New England Life Insurance Co., Burlington,
Massachusetts Elizabeth Hamer to Thomas
Blodgett. Donna Lewis to Peter Marcinuk. Peter is
employed by the U S. Dept, of Agriculture in South
Pans. Barbara Morse wed William Stephens. Bar
bara is attending graduate school at the Univ, of
Connecticut and is working for Donnelly Marketing

Information Services in Stamford, Connecticut
Belinda Shaw to Robert Harris Brenda Graham
wed James Crane. James is employed at Crane
Brothers Potato Farm in Exeter Rhonda Henderson
to David Paradis. Rhonda is employed by F W
Dodge Division of McGraw Hill and David is work
ing for Fidelity Systems. Elaine Blood to Scott
Knowlen. Anne Marie Morin married Jesse Dodd
Anne is working for SRI International at Menlo
Park, California Jesse is a medical student at Stan
ford University. (I miss you, Anne' Please send me
your new address ) Second Lt J. Robert Bois is
serving at Vance Air Force Base, Oklahoma with the
25th flying Training Squadron Archie Green is a
medical" student at the University of New England
College of Osteopathic Medicine Archie recently
wed Sherri Eads. They now reside in Saco Anne
Little is a graduate student m the Purdue University
School of Veterinary Medicine working on an M S
in parasetology
Thanks for all of the letters Keep them coming!

83 Brenda Downey
43 Carroll Street
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Hi, Guys' Can you believe it9 We’ve been out for a
whole year Now, let’s see what everyone is up to
Second Lt Cheryl Purvis is on duty in Giesson,
West Germany, while Victoria Rebman has com
pleted the Army’s ordnance training in Maryland
Andy Pelletier is the new physical education teacher
for Sumner High School. Joseph Shaw has com
pleted his first term at Thomas M Cooley Law
School in Lansing, Michigan Tom Davis has been
made the new minister of educational ministries at
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church. Richard
Davis is town manager of Buckfield. At Walpole
High School, Doug Cameron is the new wrestling
coach
Our best wishes to the following classmates who
have “tied the knot ” Donna Sewell and A.J.
Walker, Donna Parker and Thomas Sayward, Terrie
Bacon and Thomas Vamdestine, Jr., Kathleen Bur
ton and Lt Michael Snell, Marlaine Burbank and
William Frangiamore, Heather Baker and Lt. Paul
Welsch. Jennie Moroney and Brian Butler, Susan
Harris and Clifford Parker, Lori Horton and
George Mayo ’80, Valane Hartwell and Frederick
McLain, Mary Wolff and Jan Boucher, Linda
Emerson ’84 and Carl Peterson, Pamela Reinsborough ’84 and Steven Dyer, Lise Dietz and David
McGalliard ’82 Janet Collins ’84 and Ricky Briggs,
Gretchen Brightman and Dr William Palmer ’81

84 Pat Dunn
RFD 5A, Box 128
Gardiner, Maine 04345

Changing
Your Address?
Please attach your
present mailing label and
print your NEW address
on the lines below.
Name____________________________
Street__________________________ —
City____________________________
State__________________ - Zip-------Editor, Maine Alumnus
Crossland Alumni Center
University of Maine at Orono
Orono, Maine 04469
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Wesley Hedlund ’69
Developing Sea
Consciousness
Wesley Hedlund '69, (eaching award recipient.

They clustered round the big table at
the front of the classroom. They
fidgeted and chattered and shuffled
their anxious feet.
They were ready for action. They
were ready for the lobster.
“Oh, I love the lobster, can I get
him out?” “Oh, can I get him out?”
“Oh, poor lobster, can I get him
out?” “Where’s his claw?” “George
squished him, he’s already dented.”
“When’s he gonna grow back his
claw?” “When’s he gonna get
harder?” “When. . .?” “What. . .?”
“Howcum. . .?”
In the midst of them, Wesley Hed
lund ’69, ’74 M.Ed., did his level best
to answer their questions. They were,
in many ways, well matched: it was
enthusiasm for enthusiasm all the
way.
Wesley Hedlund is a biology teach
er at Bangor High School. He, his
students, and the lobster were as
sembled for his second-level marine
biology class—a unique program that
won Hedlund a $5,000 award and ci
tation from President Reagan for ex
cellence in teaching.
Hedlund was nominated by his
Maine colleagues for, in large part,
his development of a cold-water ma
rine aquarium project, which he and
his high school students have dis
played in elementary schools across
the state.
In addition to his marine biology
class and several general biology
classes here, Hedlund also spends
each summer at UMO’s Sea Grant
Program, teaching marine biology to
other teachers.
His basic goal, says Hedlund, is to
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“heighten student awareness of the
marine environment and to begin to
develop a ‘sea consciousness.’ ”
“I got interested in marine biology
when I started noticing how many of
the organisms discussed in biology
can be found in Maine along the
coast,” he explained. “I had been
doing some diving, and I saw how
easy it was to bring in live specimens
and 1 saw how excited the kids got
working with them.”
“This is probably the last time a
lot of my students will be made
aware of the aquatic world in a for
mal way if they don’t go past high
school,” he went on. “Water is a
basic element. It’s basic to life and to
biology. I think it’s important—
especially living in a coastal state—
that they be aware of that.”
The students in Hedlund’s marine
biology course spend as much time as
possible studying living creatures,
rather than textbooks. They make
several field trips a semester to the
various marine communities along the
coast of Maine.
Back in the lab, things often get
lively.
After the lobster came a slide show
presentation showing an adult educa
tion field trip that Hedlund took into
the Gulf of Maine earlier this year.
The slide show revealed not just the
marine environment of one portion
of the coast, but the crucial tool that
Hedlund uses to make that environ
ment come alive for his students.
Hedlund is a master of the leading
question. His talk was peppered with
queries that could not be ducked. He
poked and probed without end; he

insisted, by the sheer tenacity of his
enthusiasm, that his kids care, and
think, and wonder.
“How many of you. . .?” he kept
on asking. How many had gone to
the aquarium, knew where whale
studies were being conducted, could
think of nautical terms we use daily,
had heard of ironwood, could name
the rivers that empty into the Gulf of
Maine, knew how boulder beaches
were formed, knew what slack tide
was, knew what that organism with
the tentacles was. . .?
If they didn’t know, it didn’t mat
ter. He kept on poking, regardless.
Later, Hedlund referred to a recent
study showing that the more expe
rience a teacher has, the more he or
she emphasizes interaction with the
students. A novice teacher tends to
cling to the textbook; an experienced
one is more student-oriented.
Hedlund, 36 years old, has been
teaching for 14 years.
He emphasized the need to allow
innovative approaches like his to
traditional fields like science. Only by
moving forward rather than back
ward, he said, can the current muchtouted decline of teaching and learn
ing in this country be arrested.
“People talk about getting back to
basics,” he noted. “That would be a
real good step toward mediocrity. We
need room for creativity and flexibili- .
ty and challenge. I think standardiza
tion is important to a point, but it
has to allow for creativity. Teachers
should be free to teach what they’re
good at and what they care about.”
Maine Sunday Telegram
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John Lucy '86 calling: Is your annual fund gift
in yet?
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